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I. SUMMARY OF PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND LESSONS 
LEARNED 

A. Pro-iect Accomplishments 

Al.  Project objectives were as outlined in the Detailed Implementation Plan of the revised Child 
Survival project. The accomplishments of the project as presented in the final evaluation 
survey follow: 

Immunization 
Objective: 

Forty percent of children aged 12-23 months will be fully immunized. 

Accomplishments : 
Twenty-four percent of children between 12 and 23 months had completed their 

immunization schedule. 
Among 12 to 23 month old children 42% had received BCG, 37% had received OPV3, 

37 % had received DPT3 and 36 % had received measles vaccine. The drop-out rate 
between DPTl and DPT3 was 18 % . 

Fifty-five percent of mothers interviewed presented the child's immunization card, 30% 
had lost it. 

Maternal Care 
Objectives: 

Thirty percent of women aged 15-49 years will receive five doses of tetanus toxoid. 
Thirty percent of the last year home deliveries will use a clean birth kit. 
Forty percent of last year pregnancies will receive iron tablets for at least three months 

and vitamin A supplements. 
Twenty-five percent of last-year pregnancies will receive food supplementation during the 

third trimester of pregnancy. 

Accomplishments: 
Nineteen percent of mothers of children under 24 months had received two or more doses 

of tetanus toxoid. 
Thirty-three percent of mothers had one or more prenatal visits prior to the last birth. 
Twenty-eight percent of mothers presented the maternal immunization card. 

A2. In order to understand the circumstances which may have aided or hindered the project in 
meeting its objectives it is important to remember what the general situation of Haiti has 
been in the past three years. After elected President J.B. Aristide was deposed by a military 
coup in September 1991 the international community imposed political and economic 
sanctions on Haiti in order to press the military regime and allow Aristide's return to power. 
Sanctions gradually toughened, and by June 1993 an oil embargo approved by the UN 
Security Council was being enforced. 



By January 1994 the political and socio-economic situation had turned critical, affecting the 
most basic needs of the population. The food price index for Port-au-Prince rose 
approximately 180 % as compared with November 1991, and the number of moderate and 
severe cases of malnutrition among children under five years of age sharply increased (Haiti 
USAID Monitoring Report, October 1994). The Ministere de la Santi Publique et la 
Population (MSPP) had to reduce its activities to a minimum, particularly the provision of 
supplies (vaccines, oral rehydration salts, drugs, even vaccination cards). 

The effects of the embargo were many, but those affecting the PLAN CS VI project directly 
included: 
- Difficulty in obtaining petrol, propane gas and gasoline due to extreme high prices, as well 

as adulteration of fuel with harmful substances. 
- Frequent electrical blackouts. 
- Frequent telecommunications interruptions. 
- Difficulty in obtaining supplies (drugs, vaccines, needles, syringes). 
- Increased price for drugs and reagents. 
- Difficulty in repairing or replacing cold chain equipment. 
- Difficulty in repairing damaged vehicles. 

There were added intangible consequences such as stress, social instability, and fear of 
random attacks. 

Health center staff often could not arrive at clinics and communities on time as a 
consequence of this dramatic situation. Meetings between institutions were postponed 
indefinitely, outreach activities (vaccination, supervision) became almost impossible, and 
generators could not be used. 

These circumstances forced many other NGOs to halt work or reduce substantially their 
activities. The PLAN CS VI project's activities were also reduced, but to a much lesser 
degree. They adapted surprisingly well to a critical situation, as suggested by the number of 
vaccines administered at Vaudreuil and Turbe health centers (see Annex 5) during that 
period. An initial sharp decline in rates occurred during a period between January and 
February 1994, followed approximately two weeks later by an increase to previous levels. 
The decline coincided with the toughening of the embargo, suggesting that its initial shock 
affected the activities of the project. Even though the situation persisted, project activities 
resumed to previous levels. 

Undoubtedly, the circumstance which aided most in meeting the project's objectives were the 
relationships already established between PLAN and its local partners (a local NGO, HELP, 
Inc. in Vaudreuil, an MSPP health center in Turbe, and the communities in both areas, see 
Section 1I.Al). These institutions were managing the project locally with PLANICDB's 
support, allowing flexibility in managerial systems to cope with problems (as suggested by 
the rapid recuperation of vaccination activities in the first trimester of 1994). It also 
indicated a strong commitment both from staff and the community to continue working 
together in order to overcome the crisis and, obviously, the increased efforts of the partners 
to overcome obstacles. 



Many unintended project benefits began to show up after the project ended, particularly in 
terms of additional support from other institutions. ADRA will now provide food for 
approximately 150 children per day for at least one year in Croix-des-Bouquets. In the last 
three months PLANlCDB's partners, especially HELP, have begun to establish links with 
other institutions (the European Economic Community, UNICEF, Eye Care Provax, 
CONCERN) in order to explore partnerships in health and other areas. 

Credit institutions (the Fond Haitien pour Aider les Femmes and the Fond Haitien de 
Developement) started working with PLANICDB nine and six months ago, respectively, in 
order to provide funds for household income generation activities. 

A3. See Annex 4. 

B. Lessons Learned 

The main lessons learned regarding the project include the following: 

1. Partnerships with local institutions promote long-term sustainability if they are based on 
common objectives, mutual respect, and strengthening of local institutional/organizational 
capacity building. 

2. A project may remain operational despite very unfavorable conditions if there is a strong 
partnership established with local institutions and the community which enables flexible 
management of the project's activities. Even during the most difficult months of the 
embargo prior to the military intervention, project activities continued because measures 
could be taken rapidly in different areas of management (transport, communications, 
supplies, etc) . 

3. Successful partnerships may also be useful as a learning process. Present partners have 
enriched their experience and improved their skills for building other partnerships in the 
future. PLANICDB has established partnerships in other areas (education, agriculture, 
income generating projects); HELP and MSPPITurbe are starting partnerships with other 
institutions; and the communities are being empowered to manage their own efforts. 

4. Recognition at various levels of the successes achieved by the project may maintain and 
increase the motivation of the staff involved. During FY94 and after the project's end, 
recognition from local communities and from international level institutions was noted during 
presentations of project activities at the 122nd APHA Annual Meeting (1994), during a 
global conference "Community Impact of PVO Child Survival Efforts: 1985 - 1994, " in 
Bangalore, India, and at a professional forum in Mexico (Annex 5). 

5. Human relations are important to the creation and continuation of a partnership. It should 
also be highlighted that local communities in the project area, despite their extreme poverty, 
acknowledged the importance of paying for health services in order to continue receiving 
adequate health assistance. 



11. PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY 

A. Sustainabilitv Status 

Al.  The PLAN International Child Survival VI (CS VI) project was begun in the Croix-des- 
Bouquets district, distant 16 km from Port-au-Prince, on September 1, 1990. After the first 
project year the need to revise project design was demonstrated. A revised CSVI project was 
prepared jointly by PLANICDB and PLAN International Headquarters between September 
and November 1992. In 1993 USAID granted a one-year unfunded extension to the project, 
until August 3 1, 1994. 

A new target population of 17,400 persons living in two areas was selected (reduced from 
81,255) for two main interventions, immunizations and maternal care. In Vaudreuil, a local 
NGO (HELPJnc.) runs the health center and serves eight communities. In Turbe the health 
center is part of the MOH system and serves 12 communities. The approach proposed held 
for PLANJCDB to carry out the project through partnerships with the MOH (in Turbe), 
HELP (in Vaudreuil) and the respective communities in both project areas. A major 
transition in PLAN'S strategy, begun in 1992, allowed for "community empowerment" by 
placing greater responsibility in the hands of the communities for project development, 
management, and donor relations. 

A2. Current PLANJCDB agreements with HELP and the Turbe Health Center will expire five 
years after collaboration was initiated. This will take place in August, 1997 for HELP, and 
in March, 1998 for MSPP-Turbe. A new four-year CS XI project proposal was submitted to 
USAID in December, 1994. 

A3. The project has devoted considerable and permanent efforts towards strengthening local 
institutional capacity since Memorandums of Understanding were signed with HELP (August, 
1992) and MSPP-Turbe (March, 1993). Project responsibilities and control have been 
phased over to these local institutions almost completely. 

Control of the decision-making process: 

Most key decisions concerning the project were made at the local level (HELP and Turbe 
Health Center) from the start. This helped during the most difficult periods of the embargo, 
when decisions had to be taken quickly and locally in order to adapt to situations as they 
arose. 

HELP had to review its budget in order to allocate additional funds for vehicle fuel and 
transport. The afternoon and night staff were combined to cover the attending hours at the 
health center. At one point, the working schedule was to be reduced to three days per week, 
and key staff were ready to stay at the health center for several days to ensure the 
continuation of project activities. As the political situation improved and President J.B. 
Aristide returned to power, these extreme measures were not adopted. 



In Turbe Health Center the situation was similar, with the added issue of transient MOH-paid 
staff. Many MOH staff sought to be assigned to health centers near Port-au-Prince, as MOH 
positions were not specifically allocated to Turbe. The project had to ask a high-ranking 
MOH official to assist with this situation. 

Financial control and management: 

Both local institutions made and implemented financial decisions at their level. Annual 
budgets were proposed to PLANICDB, where they were reviewed technically and approved 
accordingly. Once approved, budgets were managed at the local level. PLANICDB 
performed audits of both institutions during FY94 with positive results. 

Improvement of management systems: 

It was noted during the midterm evaluation in June 1993 that some areas of management 
(communication, transport, maintenance and personnel) were better developed than others 
(vaccine supplies and health information system). A radio system established by PLAN 
approximately three years ago included HELP, and is still very effective. In fact, it has been 
very useful in overcoming the telecommunications difficulties present in Haiti during the past 
year. Unfortunately the system could not be expanded to Turbe due to bureaucratic issues in 
the public sector, but it is expected that an expansion will soon be implemented. 

Transport and maintenance of motor vehicles has deteriorated as a result of external factors, 
including adulteration of gasoline, lack of motor parts for replacement, and excessively high 
gasoline prices. These factors affected the entire country, and PLANICDB, HELP and 
Turbe Health Center were not excluded. Even after the embargo was lifted problems 
remained. Bicycles are used by health agents and colvols (voluntary collaborators), but a 
main complaint is that bicycles are easily broken and health agents maintained that they 
needed motorcycles. The acquisition of other vehicles reaches beyond CS VI project means, 
and is partly seen by local managers as non-sustainable. Maintenance of cold chain 
equipment has also been difficult. 

Human resources management in HELP and Turbe Health Center are not dependent on 
PLAN/CDBys system. Both institutions are responsible for staff selection and payment, and 
salaries are not higher than those from other institutions. Salaries are in fact lower than 
average, a positive factor towards sustainability. 

In Turbe Health Center five persons are paid by the MOH and the remainder (13, including 
general services) are paid by health center revenues. An additional positive factor is that 
both health centers offer favorable conditions for staff. In Turbe one nurse and two auxiliary 
nurses stay overnight from Monday to Friday, and the health center provides bedrooms and 
meals. In Vaudreuil the community nurse lives in the area, and health center policy is to 
hire staff who live nearby. A physician and an auxiliary nurse are on duty every night. 



An important factor affecting sustainability is staff turnover. Although the Chief of Turbe 
Health Center (Dr. Peck Dubois) was absent temporarily during the duration of the project, 
she was replaced by a highly prepared and committed pediatrician (Dr. Mireille Peck). As 
these two physicians shared a common primary health care approach, the continuity of the 
project both inside and outside the institution was ensured and the project's potential for 
sustainability was not overtly affected. The principal staff responsible for project 
implementation have remained in place. In the case of Vaudreuil some position replacements 
occurred (program coordinator, community nurse). Health agents/colvols turnover has not 
been substantial. Staff in both institutions are very highly committed. 

Due to their different institutional backgrounds, HELP and MSPP-Turbe have assumed 
somewhat different finance systems. HELP has developed a more dynamic accounts system 
that responds to requirements of partners (not only PLANICDB) while Turbe Health Center, 
having had fewer obligations with institutions other than MOH, responds slowly to requests. 
In that sense, an audit was carried out more easily in HELP than in Turbe Health Center. 

Despite the difficulties associated with obtaining vaccines, syringes and needles, the supply 
system has improved substantially due to improved coordination with suppliers, increased 
efforts to obtain supplies, and resource sharing between HELP, Turbe Health Center and the 
district MOH. In order to continue providing vaccines regularly without a refrigerator HELP 
had to transport vaccines daily to and from the district MOH refrigerator. 

Health information system: 

Some improvements have been made in both project areas since the mid-term evaluation. 
The health information system was modified after PLANISanto Domingo's Health 
Coordinator provided technical assistance in December 1993, mainly directed at improving 
the registration of project beneficiaries. 

At the community level information on vaccinated children, growth monitoring, diarrhea 
cases, household visits, and group education is gathered by health agents/colvols. TBAs 
register the number of pregnant women they refer and the number of births they assist. In 
Vaudreuil two "collecteurs de donn6s" (data collectors) visit each locality to compile 
information and bring data to the health center for processing. Monthly reports are 
submitted at the MOH district level and to PLANICDB. HELP established a computerized 
health information system and began using it a few months ago. 

In Turbe information gathered in the community is compiled by the auxiliary nurse 
responsible for outreach activities, and monthly reports are prepared manually for the MOH 
district level and PLANICDB. In both project areas information is used locally for decision- 
making by the health team (e.g. concentrating efforts on vaccinations, joint action with the 
MOH as malaria rates increase, increases in ORS distribution as diarrhea rates increase). 

Censuses were carried out in Vaudreuil and Turbe in 1994. Both health agentslcolvols and 
community leaders received training and participated in these activities. Unfortunately, data 
obtained in Vaudreuil were not complete (individuals could not be grouped by age). Data 
were processed manually in Turbe. 



It is clear that actions have been taken to improve the health information system following 
the mid-term evaluation, with relative success. Given that considerable effort is being 
dedicated to the collection of information in Vaudreuil (colvols, data collectors), it would be 
helpful to have newborns and pregnant women in the community registered by name. This 
would facilitate follow-up by health agents. Since most of the TBAs are illiterate, 
registration could be done by a literate person in her family or the patient's family. 

In order to attract partners and increase potential sustainability the project must demonstrate 
efficiency in reaching its objectives; this can be achieved with a good health information 
system. Census data should be readily available and the referral system should be improved. 

Training: 

Despite general difficulties during the last year efforts for improving training increased. 
Main staff participated in international workshops, including WHO briefings organized by the 
Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) and the Programme for the Control of 
Diarrheal Diseases (CDD) in Geneva, as well as Child Survival workshops organized by 
PLAN International in Sucre and La Paz, Bolivia. 

The Plan of Action for the PLAN CS VI project (see Annex 9), prepared by PLANICDB, 
HELP and Turbe Health Center following the mid-term evaluation, outlined the main training 
activities to be executed. HELP and Turbe Health Center have been responsible for 
implementation of this plan. PLANICDB has provided technical support where required. 
Personnel received very little in-service training due to the crisis; the director of obstetrics in 
Vaudreuil conducted in-service training with personnel on hospital management and hygiene 
in June, 1994, after attending a seminar on the topic. 

Health agents and colvols were trained during formal and in-service sessions. Nine formal 
courses were organized for colvols in Vaudreuil (see Annex No 9), but it appears that some 
were organized following a traditional approach emphasizing standard training, and using 
artificial examples rather than attacking real problems. 

Some colvols discussed their difficulty in teaching the community theoretical hygiene 
measures to avoid diarrhea when community members lacked the means to directly apply the 
lessons. Courses with direct application to colvols tasks were provided in EPI norms, 
irnmuno-preventable disease, the use of registration forms and supervision guides, and 
community census techniques. There is evidence that these courses prepared colvols to 
perform some tasks at the community level, including the organization of EPI posts and 
management of registration forms. Colvols expressed a need to expand training, as their 
skills for delivering education interventions (in groups or face-to-face) were still limited. 

Turbe organized three courses for health agents (EPI, HIVIAIDS, and community census) 
which were directly related to community problems and needs. Turbe's health agents have 
received basic and extensive training from the MOH, and performed education sessions 
routinely. TBAs were also trained, mainly in Family Planning. 



B. Estimated Recurrent Costs and Projected Revenues 

B1. The most effective Child Survival technical activities, as seen by the project's Health 
Coordinator, were EPI and pre- and post-natal follow-up. 

The most effective activity of the project with regard to management has been the transfer of 
control of financial and decision-making processes to the local level. Staff motivation has 
also been important to all levels of the project. Local partners have remained in place and 
continued their activities despite serious external difficulties, and demonstrated great ability 
to adapt and a very high level of commitment. These factors have been the most important 
in terms of sustainability. 

B2. In order to continue activities in the present project area for at least three years after external 
funding ends expenditures will be needed to cover core personnel salaries, supplies, transport 
and training. 

Core personnel are local managers, professional staff involved in prenatal care and 
immunizations, and staff involved in outreach activities (nurselauxiliary nurse and data 
collectors/health educators). At present this item is covered by the MOH in Turbe and by 
HELP'S "corpus fund" in Vaudreuil, as specified in project Memorandums of Understanding. 

Service delivery supplies, health education materials and training materials have been 
covered by the project through August, 1994. The Haitian political situation, again, has 
restricted the acquisition of supplies. At present PLANICDB covers these items, but will 
gradually reduce funding over the next three years. PLANICDB will continue the search for 
additional partners in order to expand Child Survival activities to other communities. 

Transport is considered essential for child survival activities to continue, given the 
importance of supervision and outreach activities. Transportation is also needed to bring 
staff from the city to both health centers, due to relatively long distances and the difficulties 
associated with to public transportation. 

The need for training will continue, particularly refreshment courses for health center staff 
and community health workers. Basic in-service training will continue to be needed for 
colvols in Vaudreuil. 

B3. To sustain minimal project benefits an estimated amount of US$ 120,000 would be needed by 
HELP for three years after child survival funding ends. A similar amount would probably be 
needed by Turbe Health Center. 

B4. Haiti being the poorest country in the Americas, the capacity of the MOH to absorb the cost 
per beneficiary of child survival activities is in absolute terms very low. The MOH does not 
have the resources to absorb the costs of child survival activities, and it will probably be 
some years before it does. Even prior to the political crisis the MOH in Haiti depended 
largely on external funding to implement its activities. 



The population in the project area live in extreme poverty, and their ability to absorb the cost 
per beneficiary is also very low. Despite extreme poverty, however, the community accepts 
user fees as a means of maintaining health services quality at a reasonable level. 

It must be emphasized that as compared with other projects in the environment in which 
PLAN Child Survival projects operate, the costs of the CSVI project are very reasonable. 
Salaries and administrative costs are much lower than those of similar private institutions. 

B5. In the case of HELP, user fees and the "corpus fund" will cover 25% of present recurrent 
costs after Child Survival funding has ended (US$24,000 during the third year of 
agreement). According to the agreement signed between HELP and PLANICDB, financial 
support will be reduced to 50% on the fourth year and to 40% on the fifth. A "corpus fund" 
was created when the agreement was signed in order to accumulate user fees, (during the 
first two years of agreement), and other eventual funds. This fund will hopefully provide 
revenues to cover recurrent costs. 

On the other hand, two local NGOs working as PLANICDB partners in the area of women's 
credit (the Fond Haitien pour Aider les Femmes and the Fond Haitien de Development) have 
proposed, and endorsed, the possibility of paying the health insurance for beneficiaries of 
credit. A strong possibility exists that this health insurance would be managed by the local 
health institutions and that services would be provided by them. This would increase 
revenues in HELP and Turbe Health Center, as these would be the implementing institutions. 
It is expected that such an agreement will be signed within the next few months. 

HELP is working on a potential partnership with Eye Care PROVAX, and will probably 
include funding for vitamin A deficiency activities. Other potential partnerships are being 
studied in the areas of health, agriculture, education, and housing. In the unlikely event that 
no other revenues are obtained, HELP would use part of its land (10,000 sq.m) to obtain 
funds. 

In Turbe Health Center, it is expected that the MOH will continue to cover five staff salaries 
for at least three years. Projected revenues from user fees will likely fund some child 
survival activities for at least three years. Specific amounts were not available, but projected 
revenues are less than those projected by HELP as the MOH limits the fee increases in its 
health facilities. User fees cover present staff salaries and stipends for health agents, and are 
expected to continue for three years or more. As for Vaudreuil, following the second year 
of its agreement with PLANICDB financial support for operational costs will be reduced 
gradually each year (75 % third year, 50% fourth year, and 40 % fifth year). 

B6. Drugs are not likely to be completely sustainable. At present drugs are donated to the local 
institutions. Vitamin A, iron tablets, and multivitamins are distributed free of charge. Other 
drugs are sold at subsidized prices and revenues are used for covering various expenses. An 
additional item which may not be sustainable is fuelltransport. 



B7. The lessons to be learned from this projection of costs and revenues include: 

- A gradual reduction of financial support to local partners may be possible if it is clearly 
outlined at the beginning of each agreement and worked out accordingly. 

- If local partners are able to cover core personnel salaries, a minimum of activities may 
continue, thus increasing chances for sustainability. 

C. Sustainabilitv Plan 

C1. Project staff interviewed were Mr. Aloysius Pereira, PLANICDB's Field Director, and Dr. 
Marie Mercy Jean-Louis Zevallos, PLANICDB's Health Coordinator. Mr. Pereira 
participated very actively in the review of the PLAN Child Survival VI project, especially in 
the reformulation of relationships with partners (including local institutional capacity 
building). Mr. Pereira has assumed the general management of the project, including all 
aspects related to local institutional capacity building. He has been actively involved in the 
mid-term and final evaluations. 

Dr. Zevallos has participated very actively in the review of the project, its monitoring and 
evaluation, and the preparation of the mid-term evaluation Plan of Action. Her involvement 
has included the provision of technical assistance to local institutions when required (more 
frequently with Turbe Health Center). 

C2. The project's plan for sustainability, as discussed in the midterm evaluation's Plan of Action 
and the FY93 report, has been oriented mainly towards community empowerment and the 
development of partnerships at the local level, including strengthening local institutional 
capacity. 

The plan for empowering communities has been based on working with health committees at 
the local and regional levels to involve them in project activities. An important element of 
community involvement was the health agent (in Turbe) or colvol (in Vaudreuil), who as a 
community member carried out preventive child survival activities. 

PLANICDB selected partners based on the criteria of common objectives. Strengthening of 
local institutional capacity was planned through transfers of project management to the local 
level, beginning with control of the decision-making process and finance. Existing 
management systems at the local level (communication, transport, maintenance, personnel, 
supplies, and the health information system) were improved by providing resources relevant 
to field responsibilities. 

Another important aspect of partnerships has been the phase-down of financial support. 
Local partners have to cover 25 % of expenditures during the third year of the agreement, 
specifically core personnel salaries. 

A diversification of the project funding base through additional partnerships has also been 
sought during the project lifetime. 



The mid-term evaluation Plan of Action proposed actions oriented towards the functional 
integration of project activities within the local health system. Periodic coordination 
meetings with MOH officials, meetings between PLANJCDB, Turbe Health Center, and 
HELP, and resource sharing (personnel, local expertise) between centers, has allowed for 
coordination, technical assistance and Plan of Action follow-up. 

Other activities proposed by the mid-term evaluation Plan of Action were: improvement of 
the health information system, improvement of the supervision system and periodic training 
for health agents/colvols. Periodic supervision by PLANICDB of partners and a bi-annual 
evaluation of the project by an external consultant was planned. 

C3. The main sustainability-promoting activity carried out by PLANJCDB over the lifetime of the 
project has been the development of solid partnerships based on three main factors: common 
objectives, mutual respect, and strengthening local institutional capacity building. Partners 
were carefully selected in order to assure shared common objectives existed. It should be 
mentioned that two potential partners were not involved in the Child Survival VI project 
because of their exclusively curative health approach. 

Agreements were reached which clearly defined the responsibilities of all partners 
(PLANJCDB, HELP, Turbe Health Center, and local communities), including phase-downs 
of financial support during specified periods. Project management was transferred to local 
partners as soon as agreements were signed. 

- 

C4. PLANJCDB has satisfactorily brought about institutional strengthening of local partners 
(HELP and Turbe Health Center), as observed through project successes, including positive 
local leadership, a moderate level of beneficiary involvement, use of local human and 
material resources, flexibility and responsiveness to needs, autonomy and accountability, and 
a "learning process" approach to project planning and management. It must be emphasized 
that this strengthening was achieved despite very negative political environment. Project 
management has been transferred almost completely to the local level, and management 
systems were improved in local institutions. 

HELP began fund-raising and formed a "corpus fund" from the first year of its agreement. 
During the second year it increased user fees and abolished exemptions (EPI and antenatal 
care are free of charge). By the third year HELP was able to cover 25% of costs, including 
core personnel salaries. 

In terms of human capacity building, emphasis was placed on training to improve both 
technical skills (EPI, CDD) and managerial skills. PLAN'S Regional Headquarters organized 
trainings characterized by an action-oriented approach (note Section 11, F5). 

Steps were initiated towards empowerment of local communities through their health 
committees, but apparently these efforts have not been very active in past months as they are 
perceived to be dependent on "specialized" institutions (health centers). Nevertheless, 
PLANJCDB has been working on a more integrated initiative of community empowerment 
which deals with community organization, credit, housing, basic education, waterlsanitation, 
and skills training. 



Incentives for community health workers (health agents, colvols and TBAs) continued in 
order to maintain motivation in non-monetary terms, except for a very low stipend given to 
health agents in Turbe (the equivalent of US$ 20 per month). 

Joint meetings and joint actions were initiated between HELP and Turbe Health Center in an 
effort to functionally integrate project activities with the local health system. These meetings 
were halted due to lack of fuel and transport. Resource sharing was initiated between HELP, 
Turbe Health Center, the MOH district and PLANICDB, including vaccine supplies, cold 
chain, vitamin A, and transport. MOH district personnel continued to provide technical 
assistance to Turbe Health Center, and began providing it to HELP. 

The health information system was reviewed in December, 1993, and suggestions were 
made. Changes were apparently applied less than three months before project funding ended. 
A review and epidemiological analysis of the baseline survey carried out in Vaudreuil in 
1993 was not performed.The supervision system at the local level (from health center staff to 
CHWs) has improved. Turbe Health Center was regularly supervised, but HELP was not. 
Bi-annual evaluations were not initiated. 

A diversification of the project funding base was not possible because of the embargo and 
diplomatic isolation of Haiti, which became worse during the last six months of the project. 

The relationship established between local NGOs and PLANICDB for credit activities in the 
project area was an unplanned beneficial activity, beginning three months before the end of 
the project. 

C5. With project Memorandums of Understanding HELP and Turbe Health Center agreed to 
support child survival activities financially after the second year of agreement (in September, 
1994, and March, 1995, respectively). HELP has kept its commitment and is presently 
covering 25% of child survival expenditures. Turbe Health Center has begun work to keep 
its commitment as well. 

No other counterpart institutions made any financial commitment to sustain project benefits 
during the design (proposal or DIP) or the review of the project. ADRA and the French 
Embassy made commitments (not financial) for the provision of food supplements used for 
the nutrition component of the project, and these have been kept. 

C6. The reasons given for the success of HELP in meeting its financial commitment include: (a) 
a clear agreement outlining the transfer of the project was signed at project initiation, and (b) 

- mechanisms were developed from the onset for financial self-sufficiency. 

Turbe Health Center also signed a clear agreement at project inception, but present 
mechanisms for financial self-sufficiency remain weak. As part of the MOH the health 
center can not increase user fees freely (but is able to reduce exemptions) or open a "corpus 
fund" to be used in the fiture. Turbe Health Center has proposed community income- 
generating activity (a shop run by the community for selling tools), but funding has not been 
obtained. The health center will probably need to be more active in terms of public relations 
and information sharing if other sources of funding are to be gained. 



D. Monitoring and Evaluation of Sustainability 

.I Dl.  The documents reviewed did not specifically mention indicators for tracking sustainability 
outputs and/or outcomes. Nevertheless, some indicators related to sustainability were 
mentioned in documents and in interviews with the project director (at different stages of the 
project). 

Indicators related to institutional strengthening: 

- Proportion of key decisions (and responsibilities) concerning the project taken by local 
partners. 

- Number of flexible rules established by the project to enable local partners to maintain 
stability under adverse general circumstances. 

- Number of joint meetings between PLANICDB, HELP, Turbe Health Center, and MOH 
district officials to coordinate child survival actions. 

- Number of resources shared (technical assistance, supplies, equipment) between local 
partners or with the MOH district. 

Indicators related to mobilization of financial resources: 

- Degree of compliance with the financial commitments established in agreements signed with 
local partners. 

- Proportion of core personnel salaries among local institutions paid with local funding. 
- Number of partnerships established to diversify funding base. 

Other indicators have also been used for the final evaluation (Stefanini and Ruck, 1992). 

Indicators related to institutional strengthening (in addition to those mentioned above): 

- Number of mechanisms established by the project for information sharing between partners 
and other local health institutions (MOH, local NGOs); joint actions (informal 
agreements, workshops); and use of information in monitoring project processes and 
outputs. 

- Number of public relations/diffusion activities regarding project goals, processes and 
achievements. 

- Community involvement at different project stages, and community sense of ownership. 

Indicators related to human capacity building: 

- Training: local development of curricula, inclusion of community needs in training, 
proportion of in-service and new skills training. 

- Local management knowledge of human resource strengths and weaknesses, and of physical 
resource capacity. 

- Methods of communication between managers and staff. 
- Staff awareness of, and receptivity to, managers goals and strategies. 



D2. Indicators demonstrate accomplishments with regard to sustainability in some aspects of the 
project, especially in terms of institutional strengthening and mobilization of financial 
resources. Rules have been flexible and useful in enhancing the staying power and stability 
of local partners, particularly during periods when other institutions were unable to do so. 
HELP has begun to cover a portion of project expenditures, and is covering core personnel 
salaries with its "corpus fund". The MOH covers core personnel salaries in Turbe Health 
Center, other salaries are covered with user fees. 

Human capacity building has also improved. Local managers understand the strengths and 
weaknesses of human resources, methods of communication have substantially improved, and 
staff are aware and receptive to the project's goals and strategies. Training has continued but 
there is still room for improvement. 

Considerable efforts have been devoted recently to the improvement of the health information 
system, but it is still too early to determine whether information is being used appropriately 
in monitoring project processes and outputs. 

- D3. Data indicating a change in the sustainability potential of project benefits were based on the 
- 

following qualitative methods: 

- Semi-structured interviews with PLANICDB's Field Director and Health Coordinator, 
HELP'S director and Turbe Health Center's director. 

- Informal interviews with district MOH officials and health center staff. 
- Focus groups organized for each project area, with health center staff, health agents (in 

Turbe), colvols (in Vaudreuil), TBAs, community leaders, and community members 
(mainly women). PLANICDB's Training Coordinator acted as moderatdr for most of 
the groups. All the sessions were held in creole, and recorded and 
transcribedltranslated to french. 

- Review of relevant documents: DIP, FY93 report, midterm evaluation's Plan of Action, 
Memorandums of Understanding between PLANICDB and each local institution 
(HELP and Turbe Health Center), and site visit reports from the PLAN International 
Headquarters Child Survival Coordinator. 

- Observation. 

D4. Local partners (HELP and Turbe Health Center) participated actively in the implementation 
and analysis of the midterm evaluation. PAHOIWHO participated in the analysis of aspects 
related to immunizations in the midterm evaluation. 

HELP and Turbe Health Center participated also in the design, implementation and analysis 
of the final evaluation. No other in-country agencies participated. 

D5. PLANICDB received no feedback by the reviewers of the proposal or DIP concerning 
sustainability . 

D6. Immediately after the recommendations were received joint meetings and joint actions began 
to be carried out, but could not continue because of serious transport problems. 



E. Communitv Particisation 

El.  Focus group sessions with area leaders and community members (separately) were planned 
both in Turbe and in Vaudreuil. In Turbe the sessions were held with more than the 
recommended number of participants (17 leaders in one session and 15 mothers in another). 
This was due in part to the community's willingness to collaborate. In Vaudreuil sessions 
were held with seven leaders and seven mothers. The participants were church leaders, 
school teachers, representatives of locality organizations, etc. One " houngan" (voodoo 
healer) participated. 

E2. Community leaders perceive food supplementation and vaccinations as the most effective 
child survival activities. Although not technically a child survival activity, consultations in 
general were perceived as very effective. 

E3. PLANICDB has been working at the community level, where it has revised activities in 
order to enable communities to better meet their basic needs. Efforts with communities 
include work towards improving community strategies. 

PLAN has begun to increase the coverage of its agriculture, education, skills improvement, 
housingllatrines, water system and credit projects utilizing an integrated approach 
(empowering community organizations and widening their base). At the institutional level it 
is working together with partners in the formulation and implementation of new projects. 
This integrated approach will also contribute towards increasing the ability of communities to 
sustain child survival activities. 

In order to increase the ability of communities to sustain effective child survival activities the 
health education component of the project has been emphasized. In Turbe, health agents 
frequently cover various child survival topics during face-to-face and group sessions. In 
Vaudreuil colvols principally cover immunizations and the promotion of health services. 
Health agents and colvols are continuously being trained to better cope with community 
health problems. 

E4. Communities involved with the project have participated in the design, implementation and 
evaluation of child survival activities, mainly through meetings with health center staff and 
the discussion of specific topics. They have also participated in focus group discussions 
during both the midterm evaluation and final evaluation. 

The results of the project final evaluation will be presented and discussed with community 
leaders, and a Plan of Action will be developed. 

E5. One health committee has existed in Turbe for over six years, and meets monthly with health 
center staff; members of this committee seem representative of their communities. Their role 
is to analyze health problems, collaborate with the community census (when needed), provide 
health education in their localities and motivate the community towards health improvement. 



No health committees exist in the Vaudreuil area as such, but health issues are presented by 
the colvols when the "Water Committee" (a very important organization in the area) meets. 
Regular meetings are organized in the community with HELP'S staff to discuss health issues. 

E6. The most significant issues currently being addressed are those related to the overall political 
situation, mainly malnutrition. The high cost of food supplies, the lack of water for 
irrigation and the reduced productivity of food crops are among the problems the community 
faces. Malnutrition has increased significantly in the country in general, and Croix-des- 
Bouquets is no exception. At present malnutrition affects not only children but women as 
well. There is a generalized perception that solving the irrigation problem will provide 
enough food to alleviate malnutrition and other diseases. 

- E7. In spite of its extreme level of poverty the community has been able to contribute substantial - 
funds for the continuation of project activities after donor funding ends. The community is 
also involved through the participation of health agents and colvols, who have been selected 
by the community itself and are part of it. With proper supervision, continuous training, 
and adequate supplies health agents and colvols will be able to sustain the outreach activities 
of the project. TBAs are also part of the community and cooperate with project health 
centers in child survival activities. 

The community has also dedicated time to health activities, as expressed by leaders, mothers 
and health agents. 

E8. Health committees do not play a predominant role in the communities in part because, as 
mentioned, their priorities are primarily agriculture and nutrition. Nevertheless, less 
"specialized" organizations in the community are being strengthened and will eventually be 
able to contribute resources for the effective continuation of project activities. 

I?. Abilitv and Willingness of Countemart Institutions to Sustain Activities 

F1. Staff were interviewed in local institutions, including Dr. Lizie Peck Dubois, Director of the 
Turbe Health Center. Dr. Lesly Henry, Chief of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Ms. 
Gerda, the auxiliary nurse responsible for outreach activities were also interviewed. Dr. 
Dubois has participated actively in project implementation, project monitoring, and the final 
evaluation. Dr. Mireille Peck, who replaced Dr. Dubois temporarily, participated actively in 
the project review, in project implementation, the midterm evaluation, and the preparation of 
the midterm evaluation Plan of Action. Dr. Henry is responsible for the quality of services 
offered at the health center, and has participated in the project's implementation at the 
service delivery level as well as in monitoring and evaluation. Ms. Gerda has participated in 
project implementation, especially immunization and outreach activities (at the health center 
and community levels). She has also participated in project monitoring, and partly in the 
evaluation (midterm and final) of project activities. 

For HELP, both Dr. Michel Brutus, Director, and Ms. Nerlyne Pelissier, nurse in charge of 
outreach and child survival activities were interviewed. Other staff interviewed were: Dr. 
Georges Blemur (Chief of the maternity ward), Ms. Yanique Dupon (auxiliary nurse in 



charge of immunizations), Ms. Rosenive St. Vilus (auxiliary nurse in charge of nutrition), 
Ms. Fidelia (systems operator), and Lamartine Cebea and Nelzy Solange (child survival data 
collectors). Dr. Brutus has participated very actively in the project review, project 
implementation, and in monitoring/evaluation. Ms. Pelissier has participated actively in 
implementation, including training of community health workers during the project's last 
months as well as in project monitoring and the final evaluation. 

Dr. Antonio Narcisse, the Croix-des-Bouquets district-MOH director of Community Health 
and Dr. Wilfred Thenor, Chief of the Croix-des-Bouquets MOH health center, were 
interviewed together. Dr. Narcisse is responsible for child survival activities at the district 
level, including vaccine supplies. He provides technical support to HELP and Turbe Health 
Center. Dr. Thenor does not have a direct relationship with the PLAN CS VI project. 

- 

F2. HELP and the MOH Turbe Health Center are the key local health institutions with which 
PLANICDB has been working as partners. At the local level, HELP has started partnerships 
with several NGOs (Double Harvest, PROFAMIL) and institutions (ADRA, the French 
Embassy, FAF), and is working on potential partnerships with the European Economic 
Community, Eye Care PROVAX, Concern, the World Bank, United Nations Development 
Fund, UNICEF, AOPS and the Canadian International Development Agency. 

At present the French Embassy provides food for the nutrition activities in Vaudreuil. The 
MOH health center in Turbe also receives food supplies for its nutrition activities. Linkages 
do not involve financial exchanges. HELP and Eye Care PROVAX are preparing 
agreements in order to work on blindness prevention, with an important vitamin A 
component. It has been suggested during this final evaluation that, following an integrated 
approach, partnerships may be established with agricultural agencies in order to promote the 
production and consumption of foods rich in vitamin A. 

At the district level the MOH is the key local institution. The MOH pays five essential staff 
in Turbe, provides vaccine and other supplies to Turbe Health Center and partly to HELP, 
collects information from both health centers, supervises child survival and other activities, 
and provides assistance for training. A nurse from the MOH district provides support for 
outreach activities in Vaudreuil (HELP). The MOH considers Turbe Health Center to be a 
"mixed institution" because it receives external support in addition to MOH support. 

At the national level PAHOIWHO and PROMESS have had formal linkages with the project, 
but in real terms the cooperation received has not been adequate. During the embargo 
PAHOIWHO was in charge of distributing fuel for humanitarian activities. PLANICDB 
received fuel but HELP did not, as "it did not provide humanitarian aid." 

F3. PLANICDB expects its partners (HELP in Vaudreuil, the MOH health center in Turbe, and 
both communities) to take part in sustaining project activities, as outlined in project 
Memorandums of Understanding. It is also expected that the MOH at higher levels (district, 
central) will eventually sustain these activities. 



F4. CHWs and personnel working with HELP agreed that the most effective child survival 
project activities were: prenatal care (the most important), consultations (not a child survival 
activity), immunizations, and nutrition. In Turbe, CHWs and personnel thought that 
immunizations, nutrition, household visits, education, and family planning (although not part 
of the project) were the most effective activities. 

F5. PLANIROCCA and PLAN International Headquarters organized child survival training 
a workshops in Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic), Sucre, and La Paz (Bolivia), where 

staff from HELP, Turbe Health Center and PLANICDB attended. Topics included Maternal 
Care and Acute Respiratory Infections, Ensuring Effectiveness and Sustainability, and 
Technical Update on Child Survival Programs. 

A workshop on Health Information Systems will be held in the first semester of 1995. These 
workshops have included training of CHWs. 

Four members of PLANICDB and its partners attended the two-week Technical Briefings on 
Diarrhea Disease Control, Immunizations and Control of Acute Respiratory Infections 
organized by the World Health Organization (Geneva, November 1993), with the support of 
PLAN. Following these briefings training courses on management of EPI and Control of 
Diarrheal Diseases were held in HELP and Turbe Health Center. 

F6. Human resources (five staff members) as well as vaccines and limited material supplies are 
currently provided by the MOH to the Turbe Health Center. According to Dr. Thenor 
(Chief of the CDB Health Center, not directly involved in the Child Survival project) there is 
still a possibility that the MOH will halt funding to Turbe Health Center, taking into account 
that it is considered a "mixed institution". 

By the time the final evaluation was conducted (December, 1994) the possibilities for the 
MOH to increase its support to Turbe were minimal. The view of MOH officials regarding 
the general situation in Haiti was one of "prudent optimism." They recognized that political 
stability had improved, but it was impossible to envisage the future clearly. 

Following the midterm evaluation HELP improved its relationship with the MOH at the 
district level, and has received technical support for its training and outreach activities. In 
Turbe the health center has maintained a good relationship with the district MOH. In order 
to improve potential sustainability both project areas would need to involve district level 
MOH staff more actively by increasing means of information sharing (meetings, seminars), 
joint action (task forces, teams), and use of information for monitoring the project's 
processes and outputs. This is also true for other relevant local health institutions (Croix- 
des-Bouquets MOH health center, Double Harvest) and the community. 

F7. MOH officials perceived EPI to be the most effective Child Survival project activity. 
HELP'S manager believed EPI and pre-natal care to be the most effective activities, and 
would like to see them sustained. In the case of Turbe the director perceived nutrition and 
CDD (although not part of the CS VI project) as the most effective. EPI was perceived as 
weak because of logistics problems (the supply deficiencies, lack of vehicles, and lack of fuel 
which were faced). 



See Annex 10. 

The actual expenditures for supplies were much higher than originally planned, due to an 
extremely high increase in fuel costs. Expenditures for other categories of procurement 
(mainly services and consultants) were much lower than planned, however, allowing 
compensation of these differences. 

Other categories with actual expenditures much higher than planned included "other 
personnel " and "international travellper diem". 

Finances were handled in a competent manner, given the difficulties faced in Haiti. As 
mentioned before (see Section A3), decisions were mostly taken by local partners. Changes 
were effected quite rapidly so project activities could continue without being sharply reduced. 
It would have been impossible to continue the most basic project activities without having 
fuel for transportation of personnel and supplies. 

The "international travellper diem" expenditures might be seen as an investment for the 
development of local managerial and technical capacity. 

PLANICDB conducted audits in HELP and Turbe Health Center with good results. 

It is possible to handle finances in a competent manner when the general situation 
surrounding the project turns critical if: (a) strengthened local institutions play an important 
role in decision-making, (b) flexible rules are used, and (c) changes are made as quickly as 
needed. 

Attempts to Increase Efficiencv 

The main strategy implemented by PLANKDB to reduce costs and make the project more 
efficient was the establishment of solid partnerships with local institutions (HELP and Turbe 
Health Center). This strategy increased the coverage of child survival activities through 
already existing health services and outreach activities performed by CHWs in coordination 
with health center staff. 

Another important strategy was the expansion of health services to non-PLAN affiliated 
families. In the past the beneficiaries of health care offered by PLANICDB included only 
affiliated families (i.e. with a foster child) or communities where a Mobile Health Clinic 
visited. Additionally, PLANKDB installed a radio system which included vehicles. 

Local institutions implemented their own strategies to reduce costs, increase productivity and 
make the project more efficient: 

Promotion of health services (especially maternal care) at the community level to increase 
demand. 

Routine rally posts in every community to increase immunization coverage. 



Modification of patient flow at the health center to cope with increased demand, including 
reductions in waiting time and reduction of missed opportunities for immunization. 

Extension of the maternity ward's opening hours to 24 hours per day to promote the use of 
health services (in Vaudreuil) . 

Search for less expensive fuel (provided by PAHOIWHO). 

The reasons for success in these attempts to reduce costs, increase productivity and efficiency 
include: 

Partners were carefully chosen and supported to accomplish their objectives. 
Demand was successfully increased because of the active role played by CHWs and TBAs 

in promoting health services. 
Immunization coverage was improved (although not to the levels initially planned) because 

rally posts were maintained despite previously mentioned difficulties. Missed 
opportunities were reduced as vaccination schedules and false contraindications were 
emphasized during training and routine work. 

The radio system was useful not only as a tool for increasing efficiency and reducing 
costs, but also for security reasons during critical periods of political instability. It 
was the most reliable and quick means of telecommunications at times when 
telephones were not operating. 

The reasons for the failure or partial success of some attempts were: 
Excessively high fuel costs. 
Child survival activities within the health center and the community were not always 

performed on time due to difficulties associated with transportation of personnel and 
supplies (late arrival, lack of fuel, etc). 

Only PLANICDB received fuel from PAHOIWHO. HELP was not eligible because it was 
not considered a humanitarian organization. 

Health services were provided to patients coming from communities not covered by the 
project, because both health centers (in Vaudreuil and Turbe) were accessible to these 
areas. 

H3. Efficiency may be substantially increased through local partners that are capable of increasing 
health coverage with local health services and outreach activities. CHWs further play an 
important role in increasing coverage at the community level. 

I. Cost Reeoverv Attem~ts 

11. The cost-recovery mechanisms implemented to offset project expenditures include: 

Implementation of user fees in both Turbe and Vaudreuil. In Turbe patients pay five 
gourdes (1 USD = 12 gourdes) per visit, including consultation, drugs, and 
laboratory fees. In Vaudreuil patients used to pay the same amount but fees have 
been recently increased to 10 gourdes (0.83 USD) per consultation, 10 gourdes for 
pharmacy, and 10 gourdes for laboratory examinations (if needed). 



Reduction of user fee exemptions (in Vaudreuil). In the past HELP offered incentives to 
CHWs, TBAs and staff by exempting them from paying for health services. When it 
was realized that the amount of these exemptions was quite high (up to 40% of users' 
fees) they were eliminated. Nevertheless, when a patient arrives and has no money 
helshe can pay afterwards but is not denied assistance. This is, in a sense, a selective 
fee exemption scheme. 

Drugs programs were designed to cover part of the recurrent costs of local institutions but 
they are still deficient because of a general lack of drug supplies in the country, 
frequent failure to collect payment, inflation, and inclusion of drugs like 
cyproheptadine . 

* Implementation was managed by local partners (Turbe Health Center and HELP). 

12. The cost recovery obtained by HELP has begun to cover 25 % of recurrent costs 
(approximately 25,000 gourdes per month, or US$ 2,083), justifying the efforts and funds 
required to implement these mechanisms. This can also be said about Turbe Health Center, 
where fee recovery mechanisms were already in place and the costs recovered paid salaries 
of non-professional staff. 

13. Cost recovery activities are seen by the community as necessary. Community leaders and 
mothers stated their support for these activities with some resignation. Typical statements 
included: "it's a favor the health center is providing us," "the health center sells very cheap 
medicines," "no problem, because health is priceless," or "other clinics are more expensive. " 
Health workers mentioned that very exceptionally people think that "staff come here to make 
money." These statements have to be taken cautiously. Experiences in Zaire (Bethune, 
1988), Sierra Leone (Fabricant et al, 1990), Ghana (Waddington, 1990) and Swaziland 
(Yoder, 1989) and a review by Creese (1991) have reported that an increase in users fees 
reduces demand, affecting mainly preventive services. ,. 

According to mother's statements, some had to delay their visits to the health center (in 
Vaudreuil) because of a lack of money. This did not happen if severe health problems 
prompted a visit. Staff in Vaudreuil indicated that after users fees were increased the 
number of prenatal consultations dropped from 40-50 per day to 15-30 per day. The 
Executive Director of HELP explained that this drop in consultations coincided with the 
"bad" period in agriculture and that approximately 75 % of the population can pay users fees. 

14. The project did not involve household income generation activity. 
0 

15. - In spite of the level of extreme poverty present in the project area, community members 
accept users fees as a necessary means of having access to good quality health care. 
HELP has been more successful than Turbe HC with its cost recovery mechanisms 
through increasing users fees and reducing exemptions to a minimum. 

- The local community needs to learn that health care is not cheap in order to understand the 
reason for the implementation of users fees. 



J. . Household Income Generation 

The project did not implement household income-generating activities. However, an 
integrated approach is used by PLANICDB for the implementation of development projects, 
which includes skills training, water and sanitation, housing, agriculture, and credit. A 
credit program is now being implemented by PLANICDB, and is expected to cover part of 
the cost of health activities. 

a 
K. Surnmarv of Sustainability 

K1. The project's accomplishments in enabling communities to meet their basic health needs are 
principally those related to community education and training of CHWs. Health agents in 
Turbe were trained eight years ago and are well prepared to conduct group and face-to-face 
community education in various aspects of Child Survival. They also provide health services 
at the community level. Colvols (voluntary collaborators) in Vaudreuil are being trained by 
HELP and are able to conduct group education in a limited number of aspects of child 
survival. PLANICDB is working actively in the strengthening of community organizations, 
which will empower them to meet their basic health needs. 

The project's accomplishments in promoting sustainability of effective child survival 
activities may be summarized by mentioning the success achieved with local partners, who 
have assumed complete responsibility and control of the decision-making process. The fact 
that staff salaries are being covered by recovery mechanisms (in Vaudreuil) and/or by the 
MOH (in Turbe) is in favor of sustainability. 

The project's competence in carrying out its sustainability-promoting activities has been 
tested during the critical political situation present in Haiti through most of the lifetime of the 
project. Activities continued without a substantial reduction because of an increased effort 
made by PLANICDB and partners along with adequate changes in management. The gradual 
reduction of financial support, already in effect, is another measure of the project's efforts 
towards sustainability. 

The main lessons learned regarding the total project are the following: 

1. Partnerships with local institutions promote long-term sustainability if they are based on 
common objectives, mutual respect, and strengthening of local institutional/organizational 
capacity building. 

2. A project may remain operational despite very unfavorable conditions if there is a strong 
partnership established with local institutions and the community, which enable a flexible 
management of the project's activities. Even during the hardest months of embargo and 
before the military intervention, the activities continued because measures could be taken 
quite rapidly in different areas of management (transport, communications, supplies, etc) . 



3.  A successful partnership may also be useful as a learning process. Present partners have 
enriched their experience and improved their skills for building other partnerships in the 
future. PLANICDB has initiated partnerships in other areas (education, agriculture, income 
generating projects); HELP and MSPP/Turbe are starting partnerships with other institutions; 
and the communities are being empowered to manage their own efforts. 

4. Recognition at various levels of the successes achieved by the project may maintain andlor 
increase the motivation of the staff involved. During FY94 and during the period after 
project end recognition from local communities and international level institutions was noted 
(APHA Annual Meeting, presentations of project activities in Mexico and India). 

5. Human relations are very important for the creation and continuation of a partnership. It 
should also be highlighted that the local communities in the project area, despite their 
extreme poverty, acknowledge the importance of paying for health services in order to 
continue receiving adequate health assistance. 

Al .  The members of the final evaluation team included: 

- Constanza Vallenas, MD, MSc. 
- Gustavo Tapia, MD, MSc, Health Coordinator, ROCCA, PLAN International. 
- Marie Mercy Jean-Louis de Zevallos, MD, Health Coordinator, PLANICDB. 

A2. Dr. Constanza Vallenas is the author of the evaluation report. 
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FINAL EVALUATION GUIDELINES 
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E'HA/PVC BUlDESZNES FOR FfNAL EXALPATION 
b SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT OF CHILD 80RVXVAL PROJECTS 

ENDING XN 1993 (CS-Vf) 

The f i n a l  evaluation team should address each of the following 
points.  If at all possible, respond to each point in sequence. 

I. 

A. 

A l .  

A2 

A3. 

B. 

Bl. 

11. 

A. 

A%. 

A2. 

A3. 

B. 

B1. 

SUMMARY OF PROJECT ACCOMPLIBHMENTS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

State the objectives of the project, as outlined in the 
Detailed Implementation Plan, and state the accomplishments 
of t h e  project related to each objective. 

Describe any circumstances which may have aided or hindered 
the project in meeting these objectives, and explain any 
unintended bene f i t s  of project activities. 

Attach a copy of the project's Final Evaluation Survey, and 
state the results for each relevant indicaeor (see T a b l e . 1 ) .  

Out l ine  the main lessons learned regarding the go ta l  project 
that  are applicable to other PVO C.S. projeats, and/or 
relevant to A.f.D.'s support of these projects. 

PROJECT SUSTAIEIABILITY 

S-ilitv Status 

A t  what point does A.X.D. funding for t h i s  child 
survival grant end? 

A t  what point  does the organization plan to cease child 
survival pro jec t  activities? 

How have major project responsibilities and control  
been phased over to local institutions? If t h i s  has 
not been dons, what are the plan and schedule? 

Bstimated Recurrent Costs  and Projected Revenues 

Identify the key child survival activities that pro-je&t 
management perceives as most effective and would like 
to see sustained. 
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What expenditures will continue to be needed ( i .e .  
recurrent c o s t s )  if these key c h i l d  survival activities 
are to c o n t i n u e  for at least  three years af ter  child 
survival funding ends? 

What is the t o t a l  amount of money i n  US dollars the 
project ca lcu la te s  will be needed each year to susta in  
the minimum of projec t  benefits f o r  three years after  
CS funding ends? 

Are these costs reasonable given the environment in 
which the project operates? ( e - g .  local capacity to 
absorb cost per beneficiary) 

What are the projected revenues i n  US dollars that appear 
likely to fund same child survival activities for at least 
three years af ter  A . X . D .  CS funding ends? 

fdentify costs which are not likely to be sustainable. 

Are there any lessons to be learned from this 
projectian 02 costs and revenues that  might be 
applicable to other chi ld  survival  projects, or t o  
A. I. D. Is support, of those projects? 

Please identify number and position o f  project staff 
interviewed, and indicate the extent of their 
involvement in project design, implementation and/or 
monitoring/evaluation. 

Briefly describe the project's plan fo r  sustainability 
as l a i d  out in t h e  DIP, or other relevant A.X.D. 
reports. 

Describe what sustainability-promotfng activities were 
actually carried out by the PVO aver the lifetime of 
the project. 

Xndicate which aspects o f  the sustainability plan the 
PVO implemented satisfactorily, and which steps were 
never initiated. Identify any activities which were 
unplanned, but formed an important aspect of the PVOs 
sustainability effort. 

Did any counterpart i n s t i t u t i o n s  (NOH, development 
agencies, local NGOs, etc.), during the design of the 
project (proposal or DIP), make a financial commitment 
to sustain project benefits? If so, have these 
commitments been kept? 
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C6.  What are t h e  reasons given f o r  the success or failure 
of the counterpart institutions to keep their 
commitment? 

D. Monitorina and Evaluation of Sustainability 

1 .  L i s t  the indicators t h e  project has used t o  track any 
achievements i n  sustainability outputs and/or outcomes. 

D2. Do these indicators show any accomplishments in 
sustainability? 

D3. What qualitative data does the PVO have indicating a change 
in the sustainability potential of project benefits? 

D4, Zdentify in-country agencies who worked w i t h  the PVO on 
the design, implementation, or analysis of the midterm 
evaluation and this final evaluation. 

D5. Did the PVO receive feedback'on the recommendations 
regarding sustainability made by the technical 
reviewers of the proposal and DIP? Did the PVO carry 
out those recommendations? If not, why not? 

D6, Did the PVO carry o u t  the recommendations regarding . 
sustainability of the midterm evaluation team? If not, 
why not? 

El. Please ident i fy  community leaders and members 
interviewed and indicate which group(s) the leaders 
represent. 

E2. Which child survival activities do community members 
and leaders perceive as being effective a t  meeting 
current health needs? 

E3. What activities did the PVO carry out to enable the 
cornunities to better meet their basic needs and 
increase their ability to sustain effective chiLd 
survival project  activities? 

E4. How did comunit ies  participate in the design,  
implementation and/or evaluation of chi ld  survival 
activities? 
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Whamt 2s the number of functioning health committees in 
the project area? How often has each met during the 
past six rnon*s? Please comment on whether conunittee 
members seem representative of the ir  communities. 

What are the most significant issues currently being 
addressed by these health committees? 

'What resources has the comunkky contributed that will 
encourage continuation of project activities after 
donor funding ends? 

What are the reasons f o r  the success or failure of the 
committees to contribute resources for continuation of 
effective project activities? 

Bbilitv and WfUinaness of Counternart Institutions to 
.Sustain Activities 

Please identify persons interviewed and indicate their 
organization and relationship to the child survival 
project. 

What linkages exist between the child survival project 
and the a c t i v i t  
(local/municipa 
these Linkages 

.ies of key health development agencies 
l/distrfct/provincial/state level)? Do 
involve any financial exchange? 

What are the key local .institutions the PVO expects to 
take part in sustaining project activities? 

Which child survival project activities do MOH 
personnel and other staff in key local institutions 
perceive as being effective? 

What did the PVO do to build skills of,local MOH 
personnel or staff of key counterpart NGOs? Did they 
teach them to t r a i n  CHWs, or manage child survival 
activit ies  once A.I.D. funding terminates? 

What is the cu r ren t  ability of the  MOH or other 
relevant local institutions to provide the necessary 
financial, human, and material resources to sustain 
effective project activities once CS funding ends? 

Aze there any project activities that counterpart 
organizations perceive as effective? 
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Attach a pipeline analysis of project expenditures. 

Compare the budget for planned expenditures ident i f i ed  
i n  the DXP with the actual expenditures at the end of 
t h e  project. Were some categories o f  expenditures much 
higher or lower than originally planned? 

Did the  progect handle the . f inances  i n  a competent 
manner? 

Are there any lessons to  be learned regarding project 
expenditures that  might  be helpful to other PVQ 
projects, or relevant to A.I.D.'s support strategy? 

Attem~ts to Increase Efficiency 

What strategies did the PVO implement to reduce costs, 
increase productivity, or make the project more 
efficient? 

What are the reasons f o r  the success or failure of the 
attempts to reduce costs, increase productivity or 
efficiency of this pro jec t?  

Are there any lessons t o  be learned regarding attempts 
to increase efficiency that might be applicable to 
other PVQ chi ld  survival projects or to A.I.D19s 
support of these projects? 

Cost Recoverv Attempts 

What specific cost-recovery mechanisms d i d  the PVO 
implement to offset projeat expenditures? I f  cost 
recovery was part of the project ,  who managed 
implementation?. 

Estimate the dollar amount of cost recovery obtained during 
the project. What percent of p r o j e c t  costs d i d  this revenue 
cover? Did the  aost recovery mechanisms generate enough 
money to justify the effort and funds required to implement 
the mechanisms? 

what effect did  any cost recovery activity have on the 
PVOas r epu ta t i on  in t h e  community? Did the cost 
recovery venture result i n  any inequities in service 
delivery? 
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What are t h e  reasons f o r  the success or Eailure of the 
household income generating activities of this project? 

Are there any lessons to be learned regarding cost 
recovery that might be applicable to other PVO child 
survival projects or to i i . 1 . D . ' ~  support strategy? 

Did the project implement any household income- 
generating activities? 

Estimate the dollar amount of income added to a family 
or household's annual income, as a result o f  the 
income-generating activity o f  the project .  

D i d . t h s  revenues c o n t r i b u t e  to meeting the cost ,of 
health activities? What percentage of project costs 
did income generation cover? 

Are there any lessons to be learned regarding household 
income generation that might be applicable to other PVO 
child survival projects or to A.I.Dlfs support 
strategy? 

Please give a brief (no more than one page), succinct  
summary of the responses to the previous questions 
concerning : 

the project's accamplishments (in terms of outputs 
and/or outcomes) in enablina communities to meet their 
basic health needs, and in promoting sustainability of 
effective c h i l d  survival activities; 

the projeatts competence in carrying out its 
sustainability promoting activities; 

any lessons to be learned regarding sustainability that 
might be applicable to other PVO child survival 
projects, and/or relevant to A.I.D.'s support of these 
projects. 

EVALUATION TEAM 

Attach a list of a l l  members of the final evaluation 
team and indicate i n s t i t u t i o n a l  affiliation. 

Indicate who is the author of the evaluation report. 
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TIME FRAMEWORK 



TIME FRAMEWORK 
FINAL EVALUATION AND SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT OF THE 

CHILD SURVIVAL VI PROJECT 
PLAN INTERNATIONAL CROIX-DES-BOUQUETS , HAITI 

December 5 - 18, 1994 

DATE ACTIVITY 

Mon Dec 5 
(9 am) 

I 

General meeting with Drs 
Zevallos, Dubois, Brutus 
and Vallenas to outline 
agenda. 

Tue Dec 6 

Bibliography review. 

Meeting to discuss 
questionnaires for focus 
groups. 

Wed Dec 7 Focus groups (Turbe): 
Staff, health agents. 

Thur Dec 8 Focus groups (Turbe): 
Community leaders, 
TBAs. 

- -- 

Fri Dec 9 
- 

Meeting to reformulate 
time frame. 
Field visits, interviews 
with key informants. 

II Sat Dec 10 

Focus groups (Vaudreuil): 
Community leaders + 

Analysis of qualitative data 
(Turbe) . 

Mon Dec 12 Focus groups (Vaudreuil): 
Personnel. 

- 

Dr. Zevallos 

RESPONSIBLE 

community members + 
CHWs. 

Dr. Vallenas 

SUPPORT 

Translation into 
creole 

Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Dubois 
Dr. Zevallos 

Dr. Vallenas 

Room, cassette 
recorder 
Refreshments 

Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Dubois 
Dr. Zevallos 

Room, cassette 
recorder 
Refreshments 

Dr. Tapia 
Dr. Zevallos 
Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Zevallos 

Translation 
Transport 

Dr. Vallenas 

Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Brutus 

Room, Cassette 
recorder 

Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Brutus 

Room, Cassette 
recorder 
Refreshments 



Wed Dec 14 

Thur Dec 15 

Fri Dec 16 

Sat Dec 17 

Mon Dec 19 

Dec 20 - 22 

Fri Dec 23 

Field visits (Vaudreuil) , 
interview with key 
informants. 

Preparation of draft. 

Workshop for the analysis 
and discussion of 
qualitative results. 

-- 

Analysis of final 
quantitative results. 

Trip to Geneva. 

Preparation of final report. 

Submission of final report 
to PLAN CDB. 

Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Brutus 

Transport 
Translation 

Dr. Vallenas 1 
Dr. Vallenas 
Dr. Tapia 

Dr. Tapia 
Dr. Vallenas 

Printer 

Dr. Vallenas 

Dr. Vallenas 
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 



FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRES 

Obiectives: 

-To provide qualitative information complementary to the data obtained through the KAP survey 
for the Final Evaluation of the Croix-des-Bouquets CS VI project. 

-To assess the sustainability of the project. 

Role of the recruiters: 

-To contact and invite the participants in the focus group. 
-To explain the participants, as clearly as possible, the objective of the meeting. 
-To introduce the participants to the moderator and observer. 

Role of the moderator: 

-To welcome the participants at the beginning. 
-To favor the exchange between participants and between participants and moderator. 
-To encourage feedback (by asking individuals to react to an idea) and expression of their own 

experience. 
-To summarize the main issues discussed. 
-To end the session by thanking the participants and stressing the importance of it. 

Role of the observer: 

-To ensure that the session if being recorded. 
-To take notes. 



I. HEALTH CENTER STAFF 

WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HEALTH STAFF: NURSE, AUXILIARY 
NURSE, OTHERS? 

WHAT ARE THE LIMITATIONS TO COMPLETE YOUR ACTIVITIES? 

WHAT ARE THE MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS TO COMPLETE YOUR 
ACTIVITIES? 

HOW MANY COURSES HAVE YOU ATTENDED IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS? 
WHO ORGANIZED THEM, WHAT WERE THEY ABOUT? WHO TRAINED? 

WHAT DOES THE HEALTH AGENT (OR COL VOL) DO? 

WHO SUPERVISES THE HEALTH AGENT OR COL VOL? HOW OFTEN? WHAT 
ARE THE CRITERIA USED? WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES SUPERVISED? IS 
THERE A GUIDE FOR SUPERVISION? IS IT THE SAME FOR ALL? HOW LONG 
HAS IT BEEN IN USE? WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT IT? 

DO YOU TRAIN HEALTH AGENTS OR COL VOLS? THE COMMUNITY? WHO 
PROVIDES SUPPORT? 

HOW ARE THE COMMUNITIES ORGANIZED? 

WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMUNITY CONCERNING HEALTH: 
LEADERS, MOTHERS GROUPS, AUTHORITIES? 

ARE THERE HEALTH COMMITTEES IN THE COMMUNITIES YOU SERVE? 
WHAT DO THEY DO? HAVE THEY MET IN THE PAST 6 MONTHS? HOW 
OFTEN? 

HOW DO YOU USE THE COMMUNITY REGISTRATION BOOKS? AND THE 
HEALTH AGENTS OR COL VOL? DO YOU THINK THEY ARE USEFUL OR 
COMPLEX? IS THIS INFORMATION USED FOR THE MSPP REPORTS? 

ARE THE MSPP REPORTS USED FOR DECISION-MAKING? 

HAVE YOU BEEN SUPERVISED BY THE HEALTH AREA IN THE LAST 12 
MONTHS? 

WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HEALTH PROGRAMME WHICH YOU 
THINK ARE THE MOST EFFECTIVE? WHY? 

HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN THE PLANNING, EXECUTION AND/OR 
EVALUATION OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HEALTH PROGRAMME. HOW? 



WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF PLAN'S SUPPORT ENDS? WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE 
TO CONTINUE WITH HEALTH ACTIVITIES? HOW? HAS THE COMMUNITY 
CONTRIBUTED RESOURCES TO CONTINUE WITH HEALTH ACTIVITIES IF 
FUNDING ENDS? WHICH ACTIVITIES ARE SUPPORTED BY PLAN? WHICH 
HAVE ADVANCED AND WHICH HAVE NOT? 

DOES THE HEALTH CENTER CHARGE FOR SERVICES? WHICH ONES? WHAT 
DOES THE COMMUNITY THINK ABOUT IT? WHAT IS THE MONEY USED FOR? 
WHY? 

11. HEALTH AGENTS / COL VOLS 

WHAT INSTITUTIONS DO YOU COLLABORATE WITH? 

WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HEALTH AGENTICOL VOL? 

ARE THERE LIMITATIONS TO COMPLETE THESE ACTIVITIES? 

WHAT ARE THE MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS TO COMPLETE YOUR 
ACTIVITIES? 

WHAT COURSES HAVE YOU RECEIVED IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS? ABOUT 
WHAT TOPICS? WHO ORGANIZED THEM? WHO TRAINED? 

WHO SUPERVISES THE HEALTH AGENTSICOLVOLS? HOW OFTEN? WHAT 
ARE THE CRITERIA? WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES SUPERVISED? 

DO YOU PROVIDE TRAINING OR HEALTH EDUCATION TO THE 
COMMUNITY? WHO SUPPORTS THESE ACTIVITIES? 

WHY ARE YOU HEALTH AGENTSICOL VOLS? DOES THE COMMUNITY 
RECOGNIZE YOUR WORK? WHAT INCENTIVES WOULD YOU NEED TO 
IMPROVE YOUR WORK? 

HOW ARE THE COMMUNITIES ORGANIZED? WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES OF 
THE COMMUNITY CONCERNING HEALTH: LEADERS, MOTHERS GROUPS, 
AUTHORITIES? 

10. IS THERE A HEALTH COMMITTEE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? WHAT DOES IT 
DO? HAS IT MET IN THE PAST 6 MONTHS? HOW OFTEN? 

11. DO YOU REGISTER THE INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR HEALTH 
ACTIVITIES? SINCE WHEN? DO YOU KNOW HOW TO REGISTER AND USE 
THE INFORMATION? WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE REGISTRATION 
FORM? 



12. DO YOU PRESENT THE INFORMATION OF THE COMMUNITY REGISTER TO 
THE COMMUNITY? HOW OFTEN? HOW DO THEY RESPOND? 

13. WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF EXTERNAL SUPPORT ENDS? WOULD IT BE 
POSSIBLE TO CONTINUE WITH HEALTH ACTIVITIES? HOW? HAS THE 
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTED RESOURCES TO CONTINUE WITH HEALTH 
ACTIVITIES IF FUNDING ENDS? WHICH ACTIVITIES ARE SUPPORTED BY 
PLAN/ EXTERNAL INSTITUTION ? WHICH HAVE ADVANCED AND WHICH 
HAVE NOT? 

14. DOES THE HEALTH CENTER CHARGE FOR SERVICES? WHICH ONES? WHAT 
DOES THE COMMUNITY THINK ABOUT IT? WHAT IS THE MONEY USED FOR? 
WHY? SHOULD THE COMMUNITY PAY FOR THE SERVICES THEY RECEIVE 
IN THE HEALTH CENTER? WHY? 



111. COMMUNITY LEADERS 

WHAT ACTIVITIES RELATED WITH THE IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH ARE 
EXECUTED IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 

WHO PERFORMS THESE ACTIVITIES? 

WHICH OF THEM DO YOU THINK HAVE BEEN MOST EFFECTIVE FOR 
IMPROVING THE HEALTH OF THE PEOPLE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 

HAVE YOU RECEIVED TRAINING IN ANY ASPECT OF HEALTH? WHICH? 

WHO ORGANIZED THE TRAINING? 

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE ROLE OF THE HEALTH AGENTICOL VOL? 

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE ROLE OF THE AUXILIARY NURSE? 

IS THERE A HEALTH COMMITTEE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? WHO ARE THE 
MEMBERS? WHEN DID IT START? HOW OFTEN DO THEY MEET? WHAT IS 
THEIR MAIN ROLE? 

WHEN THE COMMUNITY MEETS, DOES SOMEONE INFORM ABOUT THE 
HEALTH SITUATION OR HEALTH ACTIVITIES CONCERNING PREGNANT 
WOMEN OR CHILDREN? WHO? HOW OFTEN? 

ARE DECISIONS TAKEN CONCERNING HEALTH PROBLEMS? WHAT TYPE OF 
DECISIONS? 

HOW COULD THE COMMUNITY WORK TO MAINTAIN THE HEALTH 
ACTIVITIES IF PLANIEXTERNAL INSTITUTION WOULD END ITS SUPPORT? 

WHAT DOES THE COMMUNITY THINK ABOUT HAVING TO PAY FOR HEALTH 
SERVICES? WHY? 

WHICH ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMUNITY CONCERNING THE 
IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH? 

HOW CAN THE HEALTH SERVICES BE IMPROVED IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 
WHO SHOULD SUPPORT THE COMMUNITY? HOW CAN THE COMMUNITY 
CONTRIBUTE? 



IV. COMMUNITY MEMBERS 

WHAT ACTIVITIES RELATED WITH THE IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH ARE 
EXECUTED IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 

WHO PERFORMS THESE ACTIVITIES? 

WHICH OF THEM DO YOU THINK HAVE BEEN MOST EFFECTIVE FOR 
IMPROVING THE HEALTH OF THE PEOPLE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 

HAVE YOU RECEIVED INFORMATION IN ANY ASPECT OF HEALTH? WHICH? 

WHO ORGANIZED THE SESSION(S)? 

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE ROLE OF THE HEALTH AGENTICOL VOL? 

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE ROLE OF THE AUXILIARY NURSE? 

IS THERE A HEALTH COMMITTEE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? WHO ARE THE 
MEMBERS? WHEN DID IT START? HOW OFTEN DO THEY MEET? WHAT IS 
THEIR MAIN ROLE? 

WHEN THE COMMUNITY MEETS, DOES SOMEONE INFORM ABOUT THE 
HEALTH SITUATION OR HEALTH ACTIVITIES CONCERNING PREGNANT 
WOMEN OR CHILDREN? WHO? HOW OFTEN? 

ARE DECISIONS TAKEN CONCERNING HEALTH PROBLEMS? WHAT TYPE OF 
DECISIONS? 

HOW COULD THE COMMUNITY WORK TO MAINTAIN THE HEALTH 
ACTIVITIES IF PLAN WOULD END ITS SUPPORT? 

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT HAVING TO PAY FOR HEALTH SERVICES? 
WHY? 

WHICH DO YOU THINK ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMUNITY 
CONCERNING THE IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH? 

HOW CAN THE HEALTH SERVICES BE IMPROVED IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 
WHO SHOULD SUPPORT THE COMMUNITY? HOW CAN THE COMMUNITY 
CONTRIBUTE? 



INTERVIEWS 

I. LOCAL MANAGERS 

1 .- How has the socio-economic and political situation affected the project? 
2.- How have logistic problems affected the project? 
3.- What is the proportion of key decisions taken at local level (including those related to 

financial aspects)? 
4.- Are the rules (regulations, policies) established by the project concerning supply, 

maintenance, transport, communication, personnel, finance and health information system 
workable? 

5.- Do you share information or communicate with other local institutions? How? 
6.- Do you use information for monitoring the project's process and outputs? How? 
7.- Do you share resources (loans, secondment of personnel or equipment)? 
8.- Do you act jointly with other institutions for seminars, teams, committees? 
9.- Have you performed activities related with diffusion /dissemination /public relations about 

the project's goals, process and achievements? How many? 
10.- What in-service training have the personnel and CHWs received? What proportion was 

related to new skills? 
11. - Have identified community needs been included in training? Examples. 
12.- Who developed the curricula and materials? 
13.- Has any training been developed after the WHO briefings? 
14.- Is there a health profile of the area? Local objectives? 
15.- What are your human resources' strengths and weaknesses? 
16.- How do you communicate with staff and viceversa? 
17.- What are your recurrent costs (the expenses you continue to have always) at present? 
18.- What is the ratio of internal to external sources of the project funding? 
19.- What is the difference between your local available resources and those necessary to fund 

the project's costs (i.e. "resource gap")? 
20.- Is there any plan to phase-down external assistance? How long will it take? 
21 .- What is the total amount of money (US$) you calculate will be needed to continue obtaining 

a minimum of project benefits for three years after CS funding ends? 
22.- Which costs are not likely to be covered without external funding? 
23.- What child survival activities do you perceive as most effective and would like to continue 

even without external funding? 
24.- Are there any circumstances that may have hindered or aided the project in meeting its 

objectives? Are there any unintended benefits? 
25.- What linkages exist between the child survival project and the activities of key health 

development agencies at all levels? Any financial exchange? 
26.- What training have you received from the project? 
27.- Cost recovery : How much was it obtained during the project? Did the cost recovery 

activities result in any inequities in service delivery? Are there any lessons to be learned 
from it? 

28.- Are there any household income-generating activities? 



PROJECT DIRECTOR 

Summary 
A2. Are there any circumstances that may have aided or hindered the project in meeting its 

objectives? Any unintended benefits? 
B1. Main lessons learned. 

Sustainability Status 
Al .  At what point in the process of sustainability does AID funding end? 
A2. Does Plan think to cease CS project activities at some point? 
A3. How have major project responsibilities and control been phased over to local partners? In 

terms of management: supply, maintenance, transport, communication, personnel, finance 
and health information system. 

B4. Are recurrent costs concerning CS activities reasonable? Is there local capacity to absorb 
cost per beneficiary? 

B5. Projected revenues likely to fund some CS activities for at least 3 years after funding ends. 
B6. Any lessons learned from this projection of costs and revenues? 

Sustainability plan 
C3. Sustainability-promoting activities carried out. 
C4.Which aspects of the sustainability plan were carried out and which were never initiated? 

Unplanned but important? 
C5. Any financial commitment from counterpart institutions? Were they kept? 

Monitoring and evaluation of sustainability 
D3. Any data indicating a change in sustainability potential? 

Counterpart institutions and sustainability 
F3. What key local institutions are expected to participate in sustainable activities? 

Project expenditures 
G2. Planned versus actual expenditures. 
G4. Lessons learned? 

HI. Attempts to reduce costs, increase productivity or make project more efficient? Reasons for 
success or failure? 

H3. Lessons learned? 

11. Cost recovery mechanisms? Who managed implementation? 
14. J1.  Any household income generating activities in the project? Successful? How much do they 

add to annual income? 
15. Lessons learned? 
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Final Evaluation 
Knowledge, Practices and Coverage Survey 

Child Survival VI Project in Croixdes-Bouquets, Haiti 

Executive Summary 

A knowledge, Practice and Coverage (KPC) Survey was conducted in 
Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti, as part of the final evaluation of the Child Survival VI 
Project funded by USAlD and implemented by PLAN International and its local 
partners (HELP Inc. and Turbe Health Care Center). 

The purposes of the study were to evaluate the achievements of the project 
(in two components: Immunizations and Maternal Care), to provide a baseline for 
new interventions and to empower local staff of the involved organizations. 
Eighteen localities of Vaudreuil and Turbe (Two areas of Croix-des-Bouquets 
covered by the project) were studied. The form used in this study is based on the 
KPC survey form developed by Johns Hopkins University (version 1993), and it 
was adjusted and translated by the core evaluation team and the regional health 
coordinator. The core team was constituted by members of the involved 
organizations (PLANICroix-des-Bouquets, HELP Inc, and Turbe Health Care 
Center). The members of the core team, 5 supervisors and I 5  interviewers were 
trained in order to build the internal capacity to conduct the KPC survey. 
Motivation among the members of the core team is high. 

Thirty clusters within the eighteen localities were randomly selected using 
the procedures described by WHO. Three hundred mothers of children of 12 to 
23 months were interviewed (10 per cluster). The information was processed in 
a PC computer using EPI Info (Version 5), and core indicators for immunizations 
and maternal care were calculated. Although the project was focused on 
lmmunizations and Maternal care, indicators for appropriate infant feeding, 
diarrheal disease control and pneumonia control are also presented. 

The study revealed that EPI coverage and some maternal care indicators 
were slightly increased despite the constraints resulting form the Haitian crisis. 
Protection levels against epidemics have not been achieved yet. The current EPI 
coverage in children of 12 to 23 months according to their immunization cards 
is: BCG = 42.1 %; OPV 3 = 37.2 %; DPT 3 = 37.2 %; Measles vaccine 35.5 %. For 
women of children under 34 months the coverage for TT 2 or more is 19.4 %. 
Consequently, there is an urgent need to continue the support to this child 
survival interventions in the area. 

PLAN/C~O~X-des-~ouquets. KPC Survey. December, 1994 Page # 1 



I. Introduction 

A. Background 

PLAN lnternational as a private, non-profit and non-sectarian international 
organization received a grant from USAlD to implement a Child Survival project 
VI in Croix-des-Bouquets (Haiti). The Project started on September 1, 1990 and 
ended on August 31,1994. PLAN lnternational continues supporting the Project. 
Despite the Haitian crisis caused by the embargo, the invasion and natural 
disasters, the project continues its activities (1). The ongoing project is focussed 
on child immunization and maternal care for 18 communities and it is carried out 
in partnership with a local NGO (HELP. Inc.) in the Vaudreuil area (8 
communities) and with the Ministere de la Sante Publique et de la Population 
(MSPP) in the Turbe area (10 communities). A new proposal has been presented 
to USAlD (2) to expand the project to other communities and to reinforce four 
interventions: Diarrheal disease control, vitamin A supplementation, 
breastfeeding promotion and birth spacing. Partners of PLANlCroix-des- 
Bouquets are working in these interventions but there is an urgent need to 
reinforce them. 

The final evaluation of the CS VI project took place in December, 1994. Two 
components were included in this evaluation, an assessment of effectiveness 
and an assessment of sustainabiiity. The core of the former component is a 
cluster sample survey, a methodology recommended by USAlD and developed 
by Johns Hopkins University, which measures the knowledge, practice and 
coverage (Rapid KPC survey). 

Building the internal capacity to conduct the KPC survey, Plan lnternational 
ROCCA (Regional Office for the Caribbean and Central America) representatives 
have participated in two training workshops. The first was held in Sucre, Bolivia 
in May11993 and was organized by PLAN lnternational Headquarters to prepare 
the baseline surveys and evaluations of the child survival projects. During one 
week the Health Coordinators of Central and South America learned about the 
methodology and prepared the upcoming Rapid KPC surveys. The second was 
the Training of Survey Trainers Workshop organized by Johns Hopkins 
University CSSP and held in Baltimore from May 9 to 20, 1994. During this 
course, PLAN'S regional health coordinator started the preparation of the KPC 
survey for the final evaluation of the CS VI project of Plan Croix-des-Bouquets. 
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A1 . Project Objectives 

In the revised CS Project (3) the following objectives were included: 

immunization 
By the end of August, 1994, 40% of the children between 12 to 23 months 
of age will be fully immunized. 

Maternal Care 
Thirty percent of women aged 15 - 49 years will receive five doses of 
Tetanus Toxoid. 

Forty percent of last year pregnancies will receive iron tablets (with folic 
acid) for at least 3 months and vitamin A supplements. 

Twenty five percent of last year pregnancies will be receiving food 
supplementation during the third trimester of pregnancy. 

A 2  Baseline Survey (PLANICDB FY 1990): 

According to the Situation Analysis and GOAL Establishment Report 
(SAGE Report, 1993) of PLANICroix-des-Bouquets (4), a baseline survey 
was conducted during FY 1990. The results of this survey were based on 
information gathered from 537 caretakers of children under 5 years of age. 
Ninety eight percent of the caretakers were women averaging 29.5 years 
of age. The main results follow. 

Literacy. 66% of this caretakers responded that they could not read or 
write. 

General Morbidity: 

11 Morbidity of Children I % I/ 

11 Other 1 7-5 11 
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Nutritional Status 
Fifteen percent of children were below -2 SD. 

Diarrhea 
Forty percent of the children under one year of age had diarrhea during the 
last two weeks. The prevalence of diarrhea for children under two years of 
age was 51 %. Sixty six percent of families have to walk from 15 minutes 
to I hour to collect water. 

Immunization: 
According to this baseline survey, immunization coverage of EPI vaccines 
for children 12-23 months of age were: 

Vaccines Croix-des- 
Bouquets 1 

Maternal Care 
When asked about where their last babies were delivered, 71% of the 
motherslcaretakers answered at home and 27% answered in the hospital. 
Thirteen percent of women reported that they were pregnant, 84% reported 
that they were not pregnant, and 3% were uncertain. Only 5% reported the 
use of a contraceptive method (47% of these using oral contraceptives, 
30% an IUD, and 13% tubal ligation). 

OPV3 

Measles 
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B. Purpose of the Study 

* To evaluate both the level of knowledge and practice of mothers and 
the coverage of child survival interventions implemented in the 
target areas covered by PLANlCroix-des-Bouquets through a Rapid 
KPC survey. 

* To provide a baseline for new child survival interventions. 

* To promote the empowerment of the staff of Plan and of local 
counterparts (HELP, MSPP, and community organizations) through 
training in the design, delivery, and use the Rapid KPC survey in the 
decision making process. 

C. Population 

The target area (18 communities) of the PLANlUSAlD VI child survival 
project is in the District of Croix-Des-Bouquets. Croix-des-Bouquets as a district 
includes a periurban area and a rural area. Its administrative center (known by 
the same name) is located 16 kilometers from Port-au-Prince (note list of 
communities in Appendix 1). 

11 Vaudreuil I HELP. lnc. I 8 11 
11 Turbe I MSPP I I 0  11 
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II. Methodology 

A. The Survey Form 

The form used in this survey is based on the KPC survey form developed 
by the PVO CSSP of Johns Hopkins University (version of 1993) (5). The first 
version was developed by the health staff of PLANICDB during the Workshop on 
KPC surveys organized by PLANIIH and held in Sucre, Bolivia in 1993. The 
second draft of the questionnaire was developed by the regional health 
coordinator and revised by the trainers during the Training of Survey Trainers 
workshop held in Baltimore and organized by the CSSP of Johns Hopkins 
University in May, 1994. A copy of this form is included in Appendix 2. The form 
was translated to the local language (Creole) by the field staff and reviewed by 
members of community organizations. Finally it has been tested in the field by 
the staff of the child survival project before the training of interviewers and 
supervisors (See Appendix 3). 

B. Sample 

Three hundred mothers of children under 2 years of age were interviewed. 
A sample of thirty clusters (each cluster including 10 mothers of children under 
2 years of age) was randomly selected among all communities, following the 
procedures described by the Expanded Programme on Immunization of WHO (6). 
A list of this communities and clusters is attached (Appendix I). 

Within each cluster the first household was randomly-selected using a map 
(the starting point). Subsequent households of the cluster were selected 
following distance criteria. The second household was the one which was 
nearest to the first, the third household was the nearest to the second and so on. 
Household was defined as a group of people sharing the same kitchen. 

C. The Survey Team 

C.1 Core team 

The core team in charge of the survey was the Health Coordinator 
of PLANICroix-Des-Bouquets, the director of HELP Inc. and the head of the 
MSPP in Turbe. This core team received technical assistance from the 
Health Coordinator of PLAN International's Region of Central America and 
the Caribbean (ROCCA). Please note participant names in Appendix 4. 
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C.2 Supervisors and lntewiewers 

Fifteen interviewers were selected according to the following criteria: 

* Interviewer active as a community health worker. 
* Schooling: At least 6th grade of elementary school. 
* Previous experience conducting interviews 
* Good interpersonal skills 
* Acceptable performance during the training period. 

The main role of an interviewer was: 
1. To complete the training course on required procedures of data 

collection. 
2. To conduct the interviews and record accurate information. Each 

interviewer was to complete a cluster during each working day. 

Five supervisors oversaw the data collection and validated the information 
recorded by the 15 community health workers. Each supervisor was in 
charge of 3 interviewers. 

The supervisors were selected using these criteria: 

* Supervisor active as a rural health technician (or an equivalent 
technician) 

* Previous experience supervising surveys 
* Senior high school graduate 
* Acceptable performance during the training period. 

A list of supervisors and interviewers is included in Appendix 4. 
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Team 

Two activities were completed at the field level in order to train the team 
after the arrival of the Plan International ROCCA Health Coordinator: 

1. Training of the core team and preparation of final survey (Day 2). 
2. Training of supervisors and interviewers (Day 3 - 5). 

D.1 Training of the Core team and Final Survey Preparations 

The person responsible for the training was the PLANIROCCA Health 
Coordinator. The objective of this training was to transfer to the core team 
the knowledge and skills needed to: 

* train supervisors and interviewers 
* adapt the generic questionnaire to the local situation 
* monitor the conduct of the survey 
* tabulate and analyze the survey results 
* write a survey report 
* apply lessons learned to future surveys. 

D.2 Training of Supervisors and Interviewers 

The members of the core team were responsible for this training. 
With adjustments to local circumstances, training was completed using the 
following plan for teaching sessions: 
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Course for Supervisors and Interviewers (Days 3-5) 
Day 3 (12-12-94) 

Subject 

Group Dynamics. 
Dialonue 

Method 

Opening. Introductions 

Responsible 

and ~dministrative. 

Lecture 
Dialogue 

ROCCAYs HC 
and local 
translator 

Introducing the Survey 
(Purpose, sample, 
validity, tasks and 
general procedures). 

Brainstorming, 
Role Play and 
discussion. 

Role of supervisors and 

Survey Methodology: 
- Sample size 
- Selection of 

clusters & of 

Dialogue 
Exercise 

ROCCA's HC 
and local 
translator 

households 

Reading, group 
discussion. 

The survey form (1st half) 

Lunch 

The survey form (2nd 
half) Immunization card, 
Grow chart and other 
cards. 

Dialogue. Exercises with 
real vaccination cards. 

Head of a 
MSPP in 
Turbe 

Techniques for 
interviewing the mother 
and recording accurate 
data. 

Role play. Analysis of 
positive and negative 
practices. 

ROCCA's HC 
and local 
translator 

- - 

Each participant to be 
involved in two (as an 
interviewer and as a 
respondent). 

Head of a 
MSPP in 
Turbe 

Practice interviews in the 
classroom (I) 

- - 

Feedback regarding 
practice (I) 

Group discussion: 
Analysis of positive and 
negative practices. 

ROCCA's HC 
and local 
translator. 
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Course for Interviewers and Supervisors 
Day 4 (12-13-94) 

Review of Day 2 

Practice Interviews 
in the classroom (11) 

Dialogue. 

Interviewers: conduct two 
interviews avoiding mistakes 
made in the first practice. 
Supervisors: observe and 
orovide feedback 

Responsible Subject 

ROCCA's HC 

PLANICDB's 
HC 

Methodology 

Feedback regarding 
practice (11) 

Brainstorming to identify 
common mistakes in second 
practice. 
Dialogue about how to 
prevent common mistakes 

PLANICDB's 
HC 

Movement to field exercise site 

Field practice: 
Conducting 
interviews 

Interviewers: conduct three 
supervised interviews in the 
field. 
Supervisors: conduct one 
interview and observe two 
interviews. 
Core team: observe 
performance of supervisors. 

Movement to training site 

Director of 
Help Inc. 

Lunch 

Feedback regarding 
field practice. 
Review of the 
questionnaire. 

Identification of the 
cluster and 
household selection 
Drocess 

Brainstorming and group 
discussion: analysis of 
positive and negative 
practices. 

Dialogue; 
practice with maps of 
communities. 

ROCCA's HC 
Core Team 

ROCCA's HC 
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Course for Interviewers and Supervisors 
Day 5 (12-14-94) 

Subject 

Evaluation 

Review of the final 
version of the 
questionnaire 

Methodology Responsible 

Group discussion: analysis 
of positive and negative 
practices. 

Interviewers: test and report 
on supervisors 
Supervisors: reports of the 
core team. 

ROCCA's HC 
Core Team 

PLANICDB's 
HC 

Final team 
assignments. Review 
of protocols and 
check lists. 
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Final preparation for 
the survey: 

- Transport 
- Supplies 

Dialogue, negotiation PLANIDCDB's 
HC 

Dialogue, distribution of 
supplies (Copies of 
questionnaires, pencils, 
sharpeners, etc.). 

PLANICDB's 
HC 



E. The Collection and Analysis of data 

E.l Source of information 

The main source of information was the mother of children under 2 
years of age and the health cards of the child (immunization card, growth 
chart) and the mother (immunization and prenatal care card) (5, 6). 

E.2 The Survey Protocol 

The supervisor was in charge of three interviewers. Each inte~iewer 
completed one cluster (10 interviews) per day. The starting point (the first 
house) of each cluster was determined by the supervisor (5, 6). 
The following steps were taken to conduct the survey: 

The interviewer 

The interviewer is left in the starting point (the first house) of the 
cluster. 

He(she) knocks the door, introduces himself (herself), asks to talk 
to the mother and briefly explains to her the purpose of his(her) 
visit. 

He(she) asks if there is a child under two years of age and verifies 
the age of the child by checking the birth certificate. If there are two 
or more children under two years of age, the interviewer selects the 
younger one. 

The interviewer completes the interview of the mother following the 
questions and instructions contained in the survey form (the 
interviewer being neutral, observing carefully, and always 
mentioning the name of the younger child under two years of age). 

Once the interview is completed, the interviewer checks to see if  the 
survey form has been completely filled before leaving the house. 

He(she) gives thanks for the significant contribution of the family, 
leaves the house and moves to the next house, which is nearest to 
the first 
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The interviewer follows the same steps (2 to 5) in the second house 
and repeats these procedures in subsequent houses until he(she) 
has found ten children under two and completed the 10 required 
interviews. 

He(she) delivers the revised survey forms to his(her) supervisor. 

The supervisor 

The supervisor receives the revised survey forms from the 
interviewer. 

The supervisor checks the survey forms again and provides 
feedback to the interviewer. If the supervisor finds mistakes, he(she) 
asks the interviewer to correct them before leaving the community. 

He(she) randomly selects two survey forms from each interviewer to 
validate the information by interviewing the mothers again and 
checking the recorded data. 

If needed, the supervisor will help the interviewer to complete the 
required interviews of the cluster on time. 

The supervisor ensures that all interviews have been successfully 
completed before leaving the community. 

The supervisor delivers the survey forms (revised at this point by 
the interviewer and the supervisor) to the computer center by the 
end of the day. 

Data Analysis 

All information was processed on a microcomputer, using EPI Info 
version 5 (7). A ".QES file" and a ".REC file" were made to enter the data. 
One computer operator entered all data collected in the previous day. 
Programs developed or adjusted by the external evaluator (ROCCA's 
Health Coordinator) were used to analyze the information. 
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F. Chronology of Activities 

Prior to the arrival of  ROCCA's Health Coordinator to the 
FO. 

I Preparation 
A. Core team orientation. 
B. Begin planning. 
C. Select, adapt, and translate forms. 
D. Select samples. 

Scheduled time Evaluation Activities 

E. Coordinate administration and logistics. 

No. of 
days 

After the arrival of ROCCA1s Health Coordinator to the FO. I 1 

30 days 

I1 Core Team Training (Days I - 2) 
A. Brief PLANIHaiti Country Manager, PLAN/ CDB Field 

Director and Health Coordinator (Day I). 
B. Finalize survey preparations (Day 1). 
C. Core team training: Empowering the local manager 

and project supervisors (Day 2). 

Ill Training of  Supervisor and Interviewers 
A. Training of survey interviewers and supervisors 

(Days 3 - 5). 
B. Final preparations for survey (Day 5). 

IV The Survey (Days 6 - 8) 
A. Survey teams carry out interviews. 
B. Supervisor monitors interviewers to assure integrity 

of the data. 
C. Core team provides secondary-level supervision. 

November, 94 

- - - - - - - 

V Data entry (Days 8 - 11) 
A. Adjust the QES file. 
B. Enter data. 

2 days 

3 days 

3 days 

December, 94 
1 2/09 

VI Development of  an Action Plan 
A. Feedback at local level. 
B. Feedback at national level. 
C. Develop a Plan of Action: Define objectives and 

strategies. 
D. Evaluate survey training process. 

- - 

4 days 
- - -- 

12/16 - 12/22 

The ROCCA health coordinator and the core team managed each of these phases. 
Following the survey PLANICroix-des-Bouquets and its partners will develop a Plan of 
Action to address the concerns and constraints identified by the final evaluation. 

15 days 
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Ill. Results 

A. General Information 

Three hundred mothers of children were interviewed. During data analysis 
one record was annulled, as the file was incomplete. 

Age of the Mother 

The range of maternal age was from 15 to 49 years with an average 
of 28 years; 7.5% of the mothers were younger than 20 years and 14.7 % 
were older than 35 years (see figure I). 

Maternal Literacy 

Only 39.7% of mothers were literate (see figure 2). Six out of ten 
mothers could not read. Health education materials for non-literate women 
are greatly needed. 

Age of Children 

The average age of children surveyed was 9.9 months. 59.5% of 
children were less than 12 months of age (in households with more than 
one child less than 24 months of age, the youngest child was interviewed). 

11 0 - 5 months 1 99 I 33.1 11 
Age group 

11 6 - 11 months I 79 I 26.4 11 
- - -  

11 12 - 17 months I 68 I 22.8 11 

Frequency 

(1 17 - 24 months I 53 I 17.7 11 

% 

11 Total I 299 I 100.0 11 
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Who takes care of children when the mother is away from 
home? 

Figure 3 shows that the most frequent caretakers of children when 
the mother is away from home are relatives (49.5 %), husbands (27.1 %), 
and neighbors or friends (22 %). 

Families affiliated to PLANICroixdes-Bouquets 

PLAN and Non PLAN families receive benefits from the Child Survival 
Project. PLAN families receive additional benefits provided by PLAN. Forty- 
five percent of families in the project area were found to be affiliated with 
PLAN (see figure 4). 

B. Interventions conducted by the Child Survival Project 

Bl. Immunizations 

immunization Card. More than half of mothers (54.5 %) presented 
the immunization card during the interview. A high percentage of mothers 
(45.5 %) did not present the immunization card; 15.5 % of these mothers 
reported that they never had one and 30.0 % claimed to have lost it (see 
figure 5). 

h'nm~nizafi~n Coverage. Coverage with EPI vaccines in children 
12 to 23 months according to their immunization cards is presented in 
figure 6. 42.1 % of the children received BCG, 37.2 % received OPV 3, 37.2 
% received DPT 3 and 35.5 % received measles vaccine. 

Twenty-four percent of children 12 to 23 months have completed the 
EPI schedule. 
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Total 

Fully Immunized 

263 

No Yes 

36 299 



EPI Access. 46.3 % of children 12 to 23 months received DPT I 
(see figure 7). 

Drop Out Rate. The percentage of "drop outs" between DPT 1 and 
DPT 3 was 17.9% (see figure 8). This rate was calculated for children 12 to 
23 months using the following formula (5): 

Number of Children who have 
received DPT 1 minus the number 
of children who have received 
DPT 3 Percent of drop 

X I 0 0  = outs between DPT I 
Number of Children who have and DPT 3 
received DPT 1 

B2. Maternal Care 

Mothers with Matemal Card. Figure 9 reveals that 28.3 % of 
mothers presented the maternal card during the survey; 46.6 % of mothers 
claimed to have lost the card, and 27.1 % never had one. Maternal cards 
in Croix-des-Bouquets contain information regarding immunizations. These 
cards did not record data about pre-natal visits. 

Tetanus Toxoid Coverage. In reviewing the cards it was found 
that 19.4 % of mothers of children under 24 months had received two or 
more doses of tetanus toxoid (see figure 10). Mothers who did not present 
the card were considered not immunized (6). 

Pr'enatal Care. Figure I1  reveals that 33.5 % of mothers had one 
or more pre-natal visits prior to their last birth (self-report). 

Modem Contraceptive Usage. Only 14.4 % of mothers who 
desire no additional children in the next two years (or are not sure) are 
using a modern contraceptive method (see figure 12). 
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B3. Knowledge of Mothers 

Immunization Knowledge of Mothers. Figure 13 demonstrates 
that 46.1 % of mothers know that vaccinations should be started at birth 
and 36.6 % of mothers know that measles vaccine should be given at nine 
months. 

Maternal Care Knowledge of Mothers. 15.4 % of mothers 
know how many doses of tetanus toxoid are needed to protect both the 
child and mother; 92.6 % of mothers know that pregnant women should 
start ante-natal care before the third trimester (see figure 14). 

C. Other child survival interventions not included in the Project. 

Although the following interventions were not included in the CS project, 
PLAN'S partners have begun work on these components and have 
presented a proposal to reinforce them. The results of this study will be 
used as a baseline for these interventions. 

C l  . Appropriate Infant Feeding Practice 

Breastfeeding. All infants under 4 months were breasffeeding (see 
figure 15) but only 4.5 % of these children were breastFeeding exclusively 
(see figure 16); 54.6 % of children were breasffed within eight hours of 
birth; 94.9 % of children between 20 and 24 months were still 
breasffeeding. 

Introduction of Foods. 77.8 % of children between five and nine 
months of age were receiving solid or semisolid foods (see figure 16). 
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C2. Diarrheal Disease Control 

Prevalence of diarrhea. 42.6 % of children had at least one 
episode of diarrhea during the past two weeks (see figure 17); 22.3% of 
these children presented a diarrhea that had lasted two or more weeks 
suggesting persistent diarrhea, and 24.0 % presented blood in their stool 
suggestive of dysentery (see figure 18). 

Management of Diarrheal Disease: Continued 
Breastfeeding. Figure 19 shows that 80.3 % of children less than 24 
months with a diarrheal episode in the past two weeks were given the 
same amount or more breast-milk. 

Management of Diarrheal Disease: Continued Fluids. 
63.9 % of children with a diarrheal episode in the past two weeks were 
given the same amount or more fluids other than breast-milk (see figure 
19). 

Management of Diarrheal Disease. Continued Foods. 
50.8 % of children with a diarrheal episode in the past two weeks were 
given the same amount or more food (see figure 19). 

Management of Diarrheal Disease: ORT Usage. 
69.9 % of children with a diarrheal episode in the past two weeks received 
Oral Rehydration Therapy (ORS, sugar-salt solution or home made 
infusions as treatment, see figure 19). 

Management of Diarrheal Disease. Use of Medicines. 
13.8 % of children with a diarrheal episode in the past two weeks received 
antibiotics or anti-diarrheal medicines (see figure 19). 

Source of Advice or Treatment for Diarrhea. 
Most mothers (43.1 %) of children with a diarrheal episode in the past two 
weeks seek advice or treatment for diarrheal disease in a Health 
Center/Clinic/Post. The second major source of advice was relatives and/or 
friends (13.8 9%); 6.5 % of mothers received advice from a Traditional Birth 
Attendant. Only 5.7 % of mothers received advice from a Village Health 
Worker. These and other sources of advice for diarrhea are presented in 
figure 20. 
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C3. Pneumonia Control 

Cough and Rapid, Difficult Breathing. 
The prevalence of cough and rapid, difficult breathing among children was 
27.4 %. 

Source of Treatment for Cough and Rapid, Difficult 
Breathing. 43.9 % of mothers went to a Health CenterlCliniclPost when 
their children presented with cough and rapid, difficult breathing. 6.1 % 
visited a private clinic or practitioner. Only 5.7 % of mothers received 
advice from a Village Health Worker (see figure 22). 

Medical Treatment. 48.8 % of mothers of children with cough and 
rapid, difficult breathing sought medical treatment. This figure represents 
a selection of mothers of children with cough and rapid, difficult breathing 
that received advice or treatment for their children from at least one of the 
sources listed above (some mothers of children with these signs had 
received advice or treatment for their children from more than one source). 

1) Medical Treatment 1 42 I 51.2 11 
Tmatrnent 

11 Other I 40 1 48.8 11 

Frequency 
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IV. Discussion 

A. General Situation 

Low literacy rates among women persist. In the baseline survey (1989) it 
was observed that only 34 % of mothers or caretakers of children were literate 
(4); in this study the situation is similar, as 39.7 % of the mothers were literate. 
The relationship between education (particularly of women) and health is well 
known. Better education helps to ensure better health (9). This figures suggests 
that strong education programs benefitting girls should be implemented in the 
area. In the meantime health educational materials for illiterate mothers, as well 
as strategies to reach them, should be developed. 

Husbands and older children are frequent caretakers of children when the 
mother is away from home. They should be involved in health education 
programs not only as trainees but as trainers. 

The project's strategy of involving both PLAN and Non PLAN families is 
appropriate. Since the majority of families in the area are Non PLAN families, the 
Field Office should consider the possibility of increasing its sponsored family 
enrollment in order to provide additional benefits available through PLANICroix- 
des-Bouquets. 

B. Interventions conducted by the Child Survival 
Project 

Bl. Immunization Coverage 

A comparison between the EPI coverage obtained by this study (final 
evaluation), the baseline survey, and coverage reported for the entire 
country is presented in figure 23 (4, 9). Although the methodologies used 
to conduct both surveys were different, the data suggest that EPI coverage 
has been slightly improved. The coverage for all EPI vaccines found in this 
study exceed the coverage reported during the baseline survey. National 
coverage for OPV 3, DPT 3 and measles vaccine has been exceeded. 

Since EPI coverage was measured using the immunization card and 
not through verbal reports, the high percentage of lost cards (30.0 %) 
affected the estimation of EPI coverage. It is very important to encourage 
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mothers to preserve their children's immunization cards. 

According to the core team of evaluators some immunization cards 
were lost when Tropical Storm Gordon affected the project area. 
Furthermore, the high cost of transportation and the lack of gasoline and 
other basic supplies produced by the embargo affected immunization 
activities. 

Despite the Haitian political crisis, the project is close to achieving 
its EPI objective (40% coverage). EPI coverage is still too low to prevent 
epidemics, however (7, 8). Due to the present low national EPI coverage 
the country was in fact dealing with a measles epidemic at the time of the 
survey (10). PLANICroix-des-Bouquets, its local partners, and international 
agencies must continue and enhance their efforts to achieve useful EPI 
coverage (80% or more) in the Croix-des-Bouquets area. 

Since the major source of advice and treatment for children's 
diarrhea and cough with rapid, difficult breathing are Health 
CentersIClinicslPosts (see figures 20 and 23), PLAN should attempt to 
learn if children brought to the clinic with these diseases are leaving the 
facility without vaccinations. Missed opportunities for vaccination of 
children and women should be measured and corrected in these facilities 
(8, 1 1)- 

B2. Maternal Care 

As mentioned before, 33.5 % of mothers had one or more prenatal 
visits and only 19.4 % of mothers received two or more doses of tetanus 
toxoid. This would suggest missed opportunities to immunization, but it 
is important to remember that TT coverage was measured by reviewing 
immunization cards (only 28.3 % of mothers presented the card) and 
prenatal visits were measured by self report (not all had the two visits that 
are needed to complete the TT schedule). 

A comparison between the percentages of contraceptive use and 
coverage with TT 2 between this study (final evaluation), the baseline 
survey, and national reports for the entire country is presented in figure 15 
(4, 9). Unfortunately, TT coverage was not measured during the baseline 
survey. The objective for TT 2 has not yet been achieved, but the coverage 
found in this study (although low) exceeds the national average. 
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Progress towards other family planning objectives were not 
measured during this study. Use of family planning is now higher than 
before, and exceeds the national average. 

Mothers know well that pregnant women should begin ante-natal 
care before the third trimester (92.6 %), but their knowledge about tetanus 
toxoid is very poor. Are they receiving appropriate information about 
tetanus toxoid during their visits to the health facilities and at community 
meetings? There is a discrepancy between expressed knowledge of ante- 
natal care and the actual practice; a qualitative study may clarify the 
causes of this discrepancy (12). 

Other child survival interventions not included in the project. 

C1. Appropriate Infant Feeding Practice 

Appropriate breast feeding of infants appears not to be a problem in 
Croix-des-Bouquets. Nearly all mothers breastfed their children. Mothers 
rarely provide exclusive breastfeeding to infants during the first 4 or 6 
months of life, however. Only 4.5 % of infants less than four months are 
fed only breast milk. A very high proportion of mothers (95.5 %) provides 
liquids other than breast milk or foods to their children under 4 months. 

The strong promotion of exclusive breastfeeding and early initiation 
of breastfeeding is needed, as well as reinforcement of the introduction of 
semisolid or solid foods between the 5th or 9th month of life. 

C2. Diarrheal Disease Control 

Area prevalence of diarrhea is very high (42.6 %). The high 
proportion of children with signs that suggest persistent diarrhea (22.3 %) 
or dysentery (24.0 %) indicates that diarrheal disease treatment protocols 
should include nutritional management of persistent diarrhea and 
appropriate management of dysentery (13, 14, 15). 

Since a high proportion of children with diarrhea are seen in a health 
facility, it is very important to provide training on diarrheal disease 
management (including persistent diarrhea and dysentery) to health staff. 
Training should be given in a second phase to Village Health Workers and 
Traditional Birth Attendants. 
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A high proportion of mothers do not interrupt breastfeeding (80.3 %) 
or fluids (63.9 %) during a diarrheal episode. Half of mothers give less 
foods than usual to their children with diarrhea. ORT usage is 
unexpectedly high (69.9 %), and exceeds the national percentage (20 %; 
UNICEF, 1994). Qualitative studies towards a better understanding of these 
practices are needed. 

C3. Pneumonia Control 

Cough and rapid, labored breathing in children 12 to 23 months 
indicates pneumonia; 27.4 % of the children presented these signs, and 
half of these children received medical treatment. This indicates a need for 
health staff training in ARI management (WHO, Standardized treatment of 
children with cough or difficult breathing) (16). 

V. Recommendations 

1. Education programs benefitting women, particularly girls, are needed in 
the area. These programs should be promoted and should interact with 
PLAN'S educational sector and with local institutions. 

2. Development of strategies and health educational materials to reach 
illiterate mothers. 

3. Conduct qualitative research to assess the knowledge, the attitudes and 
practices of mothers about immunization and maternal care in order to 
develop appropriate information/education messages. 

4. Involve husbands and older children in health education programs. Older 
children can be reached in schools and can share with their parents what 
they have learned. 

5. Promote health education programs for mothers at nursery schools. 
Ensure that the health messages delivered in nursery schools are 
consistent with the essential messages given by the project. 

6. Review EPI objectives and strategies in a participatory fashion (with the 
field staff involved, village health workers, and community leaders), state 
objectives to reach useful coverage, and set year-by-year achievable 
targets. Allocate more resources if  needed. 
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7. Monitor achievements using linear graphics to reveal the progress toward 
year-by-year targets. 

8. Encourage mothers to preserve the immunization cards of their children 
and their own maternal cards. 

9. Investigate missed opportunities for maternal and child vaccination at 
health facilities. Adoption of procedures described by WHO would assist 
development of a Plan of Action to handle missed opportunities for 
vaccination. 

10. Reinforce education on tetanus toxoid during pre-natal visits and 
- community meetings of mothers. 
- 

11. Focus nutritional interventions on the promotion of exclusive 
breastfeeding and early initiation of breastfeeding. 

12. Conduct qualitative studies to assess the knowledge, attitudes and 
practices of mothers regarding management of diarrheal disease and 
pneumonia control (formative research), in order to identify appropriate 
IEC strategies and materials for illiterate mothers. 

13. Provide training on diarrheal disease management (including persistent 
diarrhea and dysentery) and pneumonia control to the health staff of 
participating health facilities. 

14. Adoption of WHO protocols on management of diarrheal disease and acute 
respiratory infections. 
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Appendix 1 

List of Localities and Selected Clusters 



PLAN 
I NTERNATI ONAL 
Croix-des -Bouquets 

KPC Survey 
List of Localities and Selected Clusters 

HELP Inc. 

Vaudreuil 

Clusters Localities 

11 Bas-Vaudreuil I 3,000 1 21.000 1 14 - 15 

I I 

Lassere 

Latremblay 

Ti-Davanne 

Cuvier 

11 Drouillard I 3,000 1 24,000 1 1 6 - 1 7  

Population 

Turbe 

Campeche 

Cumulated 

3,500 

3,500 

2,500 

2,500 

7,000 

10,500 

13,000 

15,500 

I 

3 -  5 

6 -  7 

8 -  9 

10 - I 1  

Bois Dumay 

Turbe I et II 

Pierroux 

Hatte Lisiere Jonc 

- - 

Dame Marie 

Delmas Rampe 

Masseau Lamothe 

Detre - Jonc 

2,322 

I ,042 

1,434 

1,018 

3,415 

709 

1,241 

1,296 

30,249 

31,291 

32,725 

27,927 

21 - 22 

23 

24 

37,448 

38,157 

39,398 

40,694 

20 

26 - 27 
28 

29 

30 



Appendix 2 

English Version of the Survey Form 



IDNUM : 
Plan International/Croix-des-Bouquet 

Child Survival Project 
Rapid Knowledge, Practice & Coverage (KPC) Questionnaire 

All questions are to be addressed to the mother with a child 
under two (less than 24 months of age) 

General Information 

GI. Interview date: -- / 19, 
WdYY) 

G2. Interviewer name 

rpervisor 

Name and ase of the mother 

G 5 .  Name G6. Age (years) 

Name and ase of the child less than 24 months of ase 

G 7 .  

G8. 

G10. 

El. 

E2. 

E3. 

Name 

Birth date / / (dd/mm/w) G9. Age in months 

Affiliation: 
1. Plan family [ 1 
2. non Plan family [ I 

Mother's Education/Occupation 

What was the highest educational level you attained? 
1. none [ I 
2. primary does not read [ I 

[ I 3. primary reads 
4. secondary & higher [ 1 

Do you work away from home? 
I. yes [ 1 
2. no [ I 

Do you do any "income generating workw? 
(multiple answers possible; record all answers) - 

nothing [ I 
handicraft, weaving, rugs, etc [ 1 
harvesting, fruit picker [ 1 
selling agricultural products [ 1 
selling foods, dairy products [ 1 
servant/household services [ 1 
shop keeper, street vendor [ 1 
salaried worker [ 1 
other (specify) [ 1 



E4. Who takes care of (name of child) while you are away from 
home? 
(multiple answers possible; record each one) 

mother takes child with her [ 1 
husband/partner [ 1 
older children [ 1 
relatives [ I 
neighbors/friends [ 1 
maid [ 1 
nursery school [ I 

Nutrition 

Breastfeedinu/Weanins feedinq 

Are you breastfeeding (name of child)? 
1. yes [ I - - - >  go to N3. 
2. no [ I 

Have you ever breast-fed (name of child) ? 
1.yes [ I  
2. no [ I - - - >  go to N4. 

After the delivery, when did you breast-feed (name of child) 
for the first time? 

1. during the first hour after delivery [ 1 
2. from 1 to 8 hours after delivery [ 1 
3. more than 8 hours after delivery [ 1 
4. do not remember [ 1 

Are you giving (name of child) water (or herbal teas) ? 
1. yes [ I 
2 .  no [ I 
3. doesn' t know [ I 

Are you giving (name of child) cow milk, goat milk, or 
formula? 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Are you 
gruels , 

1. 
2. 
3 .  

Are you 
1. 
2. 
3. 

Yes I 
no [ I 
doesn't know [ 1 

giving (name of child) semisolid foods such as 
porridge or semolina? 
Yes [ I 
no [ I 
doesn't know [ I 

giving (name of child) fruits? 
Yes [ I 
no [ I 
doesn't know [ I 
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Health workers believe that it is very important to 
breastfeed during the first two years of the baby's 
life. What can a mother do in the baby's first four 
months of life to keep on breastfeeding? 
(multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

doesn't know 
breastfeed as soon as possible after 
delivery (don't discard colostrum) 
care of breasts, nipples 
frequent sucking to stimulate production 
exclusive breastfeeding during the 
first four months 
avoid bottle feeding of baby 
relactation (if had to stop, mother can 
resume breastfeeding again) 
other (specify) 

When should a mother start adding foods to breastfeeding? 
1. start adding between 4 and 6 months 1: 1 
2. start adding earlier than 4 months [ 1 
3. start adding 6 months or later [ 1 
4. doesn't know [ 1 

Which vitamin helps you prevent "night blindnessH? 
1. vitamin A [ 1 
2. doesn't know or other [ 1 

Which foods contain vitamin A to prevent "night blindness1!? 
(multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

a. doesn't know or other [ 1 
b. green leafy vegetables [ I 
c. yellow type fruits [ I 
d. meat/fish [ I 
e. breast milk [ 1 
f. egg yolks [ I 

Growth Monitorinq 

N9. Does (name of child) have a growth monitoring/promotion 
card? 

1. yes [ I (must see card) 
2. lost card [ I - - - >  go to Dl. 
3. no [ I - - - >  go to Dl. 
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N10 

Look at the growth monitoring card of the 
child, and record the following information: 
has the child been weighed in the last four 
months? 

1. yes 1: I 
2 .  no I : ]  

Look also at the growth monitoring card, and 
indicate if there is a space to record vitamin 
A capsules 

1. yes [ I  

Diarrheal Diseases Control 

Dl. Has (name of child) had diarrhea during the last two weeks? 
1. yes [ I 
2. no [ I - - - >  go to D10. 
3. doesn't know [ I - - - >  go to D10. 

D2. How long this diarrhea lasted? 
1. Less than 2 weeks (0-13 days) [ 1 
2. Two or more weeks ago (14 days or more) [ 1 

D3. Did (name of child) had stools with blood during this 
diarrhea? 

1. yes [ I  
2 .  no [ I 
3. doesn't know [ I 
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During (name of childl's diarrhea did you breast-feed 
(read the choices to the mother; . . . . . . .  

1. more than usual? [ 1 
2. same as usual? [ 1 
3. less than usual? [ 1 
4. stopped completely? [ 1 
5. child not breastfed [ 1 

During (name of child) 's diarrhea, did you provide (name of 
child) with fluids other than breast-milk . . . . . .  
(read the choices to the mother) 

1. more than usual? [ 1 
2. same as usual? [ I 
3. less than usual? [ 1 
4. stopped completely? [ 1 
5. exclusively breastfeeding [ ] 

During (name of chi1d)'s diarrhea, did you continue to 
provide (name of child) with solid/semisolid foods 
.......... 
(read the choices to the mother) 

1. more than usual? [ 1 
2. same as usual? [ 1 
3. less than usual? [ 1 
4. stopped completely? [ I 
5. exclusively breastfeeding [ 1 

When (name of child) had diarrhea, what treatments, if any, 
did you use? (multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

a. nothing [ 1 
b. ORS sachet [ 1 
c. sugar-salt solution [ I 
d. cereal based ORT [ 1 
e. infusions or other fluids [ 1 
f. anti-diarrhea medicine or antibiotics [ 1 
g. other specify [ 1 

When (name of child) had diarrhea, did you seek advice or 
treatment for the diarrhea? 

1.1- [ I  
2. no [ ] - - - >  go to D10. 

From whom did you seek advice or treatment for the diarrhea 
of (name of child)? 
(multiple answers- possible; record each answer) 

general hospital C I 
health center/clinic/post [ I 
private clinic/doctor [ 1 
pharmacy [ I 
village health worker [ 1 
traditional healer [ 1 
traditional birth attendant [ 1 
relatives & friends [ 1 
other (specify) [ I 
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D10. What signs/symptoms of danger would cause you to seek 
advice or treatment for (name of the chi1d)'s diarrhea? 
(multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

a. doesn't know 
b. vomiting 
c. fever 
d. dry mouth, sunken eyes, decreased urine 

output (dehydration) 
e. diarrhea of prolonged duration 

(at least 14 days) 
f. blood in stool 
g. loss of appetite 
h. weakness or tiredness 
i. other (specify) 

D11. What are important actions you should take if (name of 
child) has diarrhea? 
(multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

a. doesn't know [ I 
b. initiate fluids rapidly [ 1 
c. give the child more to drink than usual [ 1 
d. give the child smaller more frequent feeds I: 1 
e. proper mixing and administration of ORS [ 1 
f. take child to the 

hospital/health center [ 1 
g. feed more after diarrhea episode so that 

child can re-gain weight [ 1 
h. withhold fluids [ 1 
i. withhold foods [ 1 
j . other (specify) [ 1 

What are important actions a mother should take when a child 
is recovering from diarrhea? 
(multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

a. doesn't know 
b. give the child smaller more frequent feeds 
c. more foods than usual 
d. give foods with high caloric content 
e. other (specify) 

Respiratory Illness 

R1. Has (name of child) been ill with cough or difficult 
breathing in the last two weeks? 

1.yes [ I  
2.110 [ I  - - - >  go to R5. 

R2, Did (name of child) experience rapid (fast) difficult 
breathing (dyspnea) when ill? 

1. yes [ I 
2. no [ I - - ->  go to R5. 
3. doesn't know [ I  - - ->  go to R5. 
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R3. Did you seek treatment when (name of child) was ill with 
these respiratory problems? 

1: yes [ I 
2. no [ 1 - - - >  go to R5. 

R4. From whom did you seek treatment for (name of childl's when 
ill with difficult breathing and/or cough? 
(multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

a. general hospital [ 1 
b. health center/clinic/post [ 1 
c. private clinic/doctor [ 1 
d. village health worker [ 1 
e. traditional birth attendant [ 1 
f. traditional healer [ 1 
g. pharmacy/chemist/shop keeper [ 1 
h. relatives & friends [ 1 
i. other [ 1 

R 5 .  What are the signs/symptoms of respiratory infection that 
would cause you to take (name of child) to a health 
facility? 
(Multiple answers possible; record all answers) 

a. doesn't know [ 1 
b. fast or difficult breathing [ 1 
c. chest indrawing [ 1 
d. loss of appetite [ I 
e. fever [ I 
f. cough [ I 
g. other (specify) [ 1 

Immunizations 

11. Please tell me at what age should (name of child) receive 
his first vaccine? 

1. at birth/first month of life [ 1 
2 ,  doesn't know or other [ 1 

12. At what age should (name of child) receive measles vaccine? 
1. specify in months I 
2. doesn't know or otheer 1 

13. How many tetanus toxoid injections does a pregnant woman 
need to protect the newborn infant from tetanus? 

I. one [ I 
2. two r I 
3. more than two [ 1 
4. none [ I 
5. doesn't know [ 1 
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14. Do you have an immunization card for (rime of child)? 
1. yes [ I (must see card) 
2. lost it [ I - - - >  go to MI. 
3. never had one [ I - - - >  go to MI. 

Look at the vaccination card and record the 
dates of all the immunizations in the space 

ation card, and indicate if 
there is a space to record vitamin A capsules 
If yes, - - ->  go to 19 and record the dates of 
all vitamin A capsules given to this child in 
boxes 18 and 19 

MATERNAL CARE 

MI. Do you have a maternal health card? 
1. yes (must see card) [ 1 
2. lost it - - ->  go to M5. [ 1 
3. no - - - >  go to M5. 1 
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M2. 

Look at the maternal health card and 
record the number of TT vaccinations in the 
space below: 

1. one [ I 
2. two or more [ I 
3 .  none [ I 

M4. 

M4. When you were pregnant with (name of child) did you visit 
any health site (dispensaryhealth center, aid post) for 
pregnancylprenatal care? How many times? 

1 .  one or [ I 
2. two or more E I 
3, none [ f  

M5. Are you pregnant now? 
1. yes [ 1 - - - >  go to Kg. 
2 .  no [ I 

M6. Do you want to have another child in the next two years? 
1. yes [ I - - - >  go to Kg. 
2 .  no [ I 
3. doesn't know [ I 

M7. Are you currently using any method to avoid/postpone getting 
pregnant? 

1. yes [ I 
2. no [ 1 - - - >  go to 249 
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What is the main method you or your husband are using now to 
avoid/postpone getting pregnant? 

1. tuba1 ligation [ 1 
2. vasectomy [ I 
3. Norplant [ 1 
4. injections [ I 
5. pill [ I 
6. IUD [ 1 
7. barrier method/diaphragm [ 1 
8. condom [ 1 
9. foam/gel [ I 
10. lactational amenorrea method 

(exclusive breast-feeding) [ 1 
11. rhythm [ I 
12. abstinence [ 1 
13. coitus interruptus [ 1 
14. other [ 1 

When should an pregnant women see a health professional 
(physician, nurse, midwife) ? (probe for months) 

1. first trimester, 1-3 months [ 1 
2. middle of pregnancy, 4-6 months [ 1 
3. last trimester, 7-9 months [ 1 
4. no need to see health worker [ I 
5. doesn't know [ 1 

What foods are good for a pregnant woman to eat to 
prevent pregnancy anemia? 
(multiple answers possible; record all-answers) 

a. doesn't know [ 1 
b. proteins rich in iron (eggs, fish, meat 

chicken, leaver) [ 1 
c. leafy green vegetables, rich in iron [ I 
d. other (sprcify) [ 1 

M12. How much weight should a woman gain during pregnancy? 
1. 10-12 kilos [ 1 
2. gain weight of baby [ 1 
3. doesn't know [ 1 
4 . other (specify) [ 1 

M14. When you were pregnant with (name of child) did you visit 
any health site (dispensary/health center, aid post) for 
pregnancy/prenatal care? 

1. yes [ I 
2.110 [ I  

M15. During (name of chi ldl 's  pregnancy, was the amount of 
food you ate ............ 
(read the choices to  the mother) 

1 .  more than usual? [ I 
2. same as usual? [ I 
3. less than usual? [ I 
4. doesn't know I: 1 
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M16. At the delivery of (name of child), who tied and cut the 
cord? 

1. yourself [ 1 
2. family member [ 1 
3. traditional birth attendant [ 1 
4. health professional (physician, nurse 

or midwife) [ 1 
5. other (specify) [ 1 
6. doesn't know [ 1 
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Creole Version of the Survey Form 



IDNUM : 

Plan Entenasyonal / Kwa-dB-Boukh 
Pwojh Pou Amelyore Egzistans Timoun yo. 

Kesyonh sou konesans Rapid, F r a t i k  ak kouverti, (K.P.K) 
(Draf - 1 9 / 0 7 / 9 4 ) .  

Kesyon sa yo se Pou Manman yo ak timoun yo ki gen mwens ke 24 mwa. 

Enfbmasyon Jeneral 

GI. Dat anket la - /  9- 
(dd/mm/yy) 

G2. Non anket4 a 

G3. Sipevize 

G4. Korninote - 

-- - 

Non ak lai manman an 

G5. Nor. - G6. Laj  (ane) - -- -- 

Ncn ak laj timoun nan ki gen mwens ke 24 mwa. 

G 7 .  Non - 

G8. Dat nesans -1 / --.. (J/M/ane) . G 9 .  Laj li an mwa 

G9. Afilyasyon: (Relasyon) 

1. Fanmi PLAN 

2. Fanmi Non-PLAN 

Edikasyon ak Okipasyon Manman-an . 
El. Eske ou te ale lekbl? Ki clas ou rive? 

1. Okenn 

2. Prim& men li pa konn li 



3 .  Prime men li ksn  li 

4 .  Segonde ou i n i v e s i i e  

E 2 .  Eske w-ap t r a v a y  Ixen  kay - wou? 

1. W i  

2 .  Non [ 1 

E 3 .  Eske w-ap f 4  13t t r a v a y  k i  rap j t e -w l b t  l a f a n ?  
igen plizyt3 reporas p o s i b ,  tcheke tout repons 

anyen 
a t i s a n a ,  tisaj, t a p i  [ 1 
r e k o t ,  rarnasaj pwodui [: 1 
v a n t  pwodui a g r i k b l  1 
s e v a n t  i 1 
rnagazinye / vande a n b i l a n  1 1 
t r a v a y *  s a l a r y e  i I 
mzchan manje 1 1 
i b t  bagay ( e s p e s i f y e  go)  .- C 1 

E 4 .  K i  noun k i  p r an  swen jnon timoun n a n )  18 wap d e p l a s e ?  

igen plizye repons p o s i b ,  tchake chakj. 

a .  manman an mennen timoun 2.m ak  li 
b .  mari-w. / conpayon-w. 
c .  p i  g r a n  t imoun nan 
d .  p a r e n - w  
e .  vwazen / zanmi 
f .  Sbn 
g. nan lekbl timcun 

Nitris yon 

Alktman / N o u r i t i  a ~ r +  s e v r a i .  

N1. Eske wap bay (non  timoun nan)  t e t e ?  



2. Non 

N2. W-te toujou bay (non timoun nan) tete? 

[ I--> ale nan No.3 

2. Non [ I--> gade nan No.4 

N3. Aprh akouchman, ki 1B w te commence bay (non timoun nan) tete 
pou premyti fwa. 

1. depi premye in4 aprti akouchman 1: 1 
2. depi premye e jiska 8 6 apre akouchman[ I 
3. plis ke Sede tan apre akouchman [ 1 
4 .  mwen pa sonje [ I 

N4. a) Eske w-te bay (non timoun nan) dlo - (ou te feyj? 
1. wi 
2 ,  Non 
3. mwen pa konnen 

b) Eske w-te bay (non timoun nan) let bef, let kabrit ou let 
an poud? 

1. wi 
2. non 
3. mwen pa konnen 

c) Eske w-te kay (non timoun nan) manje ki pa twb solid 
tankou labou-yi diri, bannann, la bouyi avwan ou 
semolina. 

1. Wi 
2. Non 
3. Mwen pa konnen 

d. Eske w-te bay (non timoun nan) fri? 

2. Non C 1 

3. Mwen pa konnen [ I 



e .  Eske w-te bay (non timoun  an) kawot, mango ou papay? 
orange 

1. Wi 
2. Non 
3. Mwen pa konnen 

f. Eske w- bay (non timoun nan) legirn fey v & t ,  tankou 
zepina. 

1. Wi 
2. Non 
3. Mwem pa konnen 

h .  Eske w-bay (non timoun nan), pistach ou byen (pwa wouj, 
pwa nwa ) . 

1. Wi 
2. Non 
3. Mwen pa konnen 

i. Eske w-bay (non timoun nan) ze cu byen lait caiili ? 

1. Wi 
2. Non 
3. Mwen pa konnen 

J. Eske w-mete legim k i  gen f e y  v e t  tankou zepina nan manje 
ou bay (non timoun nan)? 

1. wi L I 

2.  Non C i 

3. Mwen pa konnen f l  



k. Eske w- ajoute meyel ou byen sik nan mange w- bay (non 
timoun nan)? 

Wi 
Non 
Mwen pa konnen 

Eske w- ajaute gres (la kachon) ou lwil nan manje (non 
timoun nan) 

Wi 
Non 
Mwem pa konnen 

Eske w- mete sel fin ou grosel nan manje (non timoun 
nan)? 

Wi 
Non 
Mwen pa konnen 

N5. Moun yo kap travay nan domen la sante kwe ke  li trh enpbtan 
pou manman yo bay timoun yo tete pandan 2 prenyg ane yo, Kisa 
yon manman kapab f e  pandan 4 premye mwa yon ti m o m  ap tete? 

( G m  pl iz  y& repons posib, tcheke repons sa yo). 

a. mwen pa konnen [ 1 
b. bay tete pi vit ke posib apr& akouchman [ 1 

(pas jete dlo jaune qui coule avant l&t la). 

c. manman an dwe netwoye tete li avan li bay 
timoun nan li, li dwe f e  sa pou bout tete yo tau [ 1 

d. fe ti bebe ya souse tete souvan f &  let la koule. [ 1 
e. bay timoun nan tete selman pandan 4 premye 

mwa yo [ 1 
f. evite bay timoun yo bibwon [ 1 
g. rekbmanse bay tete (siw-te kanpe li, manman 

kapab bay tete ankh [ 1 
h. l b t  posibilite (espesifye yo ) I: 1 



N6. Ki le yon manman kapab kbmanse bay ti moun nan manje en plis 
tete a? 

1. li kapab kbmanse bali manje ant 4 ak 6 mwa [ I  

2. li kapab kbmanse pi bone k e  4 mwa. 1 

3. li kapab kbmanse tou a 6 mwa ou pita 1 1 

4. li pa konnen 

N 7 .  K i  vitamin ki kapab pwoteje li kont sa yo rele " pa we 1e li 
pral aswe-w pandan nan nuit " ?  (Plizie repons posib). 

1. Vitamin A 

2. li pakonnen ou l b t  f 7 

NS. Ki manje I r i  genyen vitamin A la-dan yc  e k i  kapab pwcteje kont 
sa yo rele " pa we pandan nan n u i t "  (Plizyk Repons posib, 
tcheke chak). 

a) li pa konnen ou Ibt [ 1 

b) f8y legim vgt 

c) yon seri fri ki j j n  i 1 

a )  vyann / pwason 

e )  let tete manman yo 

f )  jbnze 



N9. Eske (non  timoun nan)  gen yon k a t  chemen s a n t e ?  

1. wi [ ] (ban-m mwe k a t  l a )  

2. kat  La p&di c 3 ---> ale nan Dl 

3 .  no n c 1 ---> ale MII Dl 

gade k a t  chemen s a n t e  timoun nan ,  e gade s i  enfdmasyon sa  yo 
l a :  Eske timoun nan t e  peze pandan 4 denye rnwa yo? 

2) non C 1 

N11 gade t o u  nan k a t  chemen s a n t e  l a ,  v e r i f y e  pou w4. Si gen yon 
e s p a s  pour an  r e j i s t r e  k a n t i t e  k a p s i l  v i t a m i n  A .  

2. non c 3 ---->alenanD1. 

Si w i ,  a n  r e j i s t r e  d a t  yo t e  bay t imou nan k a ~ s i l  v i t a m i n  A yo 
nan espase anba-a.  

( J/m/ane 



Kontwbl Maladi Dyare 

Dl. Eske (Non timoun n a n )  te gen d y a r e  pandan 2 denye semen y o .  

1. w i  [ 1 

2 .  non c I----- > gade nan D l 0  

3 .  li pa kannen c I----- > gade nan DL0 

D 2 .  Konbyen t a n  d y a r e  s a  t e  d i r e ?  

1. Mwens ke 2 semen ( 0 - 1 3  jou ) 

2 .  2 semen ou p l i s  ( 1 4  jou ou p l i s )  

D 3 .  Eske (non timou.3 n a n )  pandan li t e  gen d y a r e  a li te konn 
poupou s a n ?  

2 .  non [ 1 

3 .  li pa konnen [ 1 

D 4 .  Pandan ( n o n  timoun n a n )  te gen d y a r e ,  w-te b a l i  tete. (l i  chwa 
yo pou manman a n )  1 repons  

1. p l i s  ke s a  w - t e  kon b a l l  avan? - f  1 

2 .  menrn j a n  w-te konn 5 a l i  li a ?  

3 .  w - b a l i - l i  p i  souvan kavan 

4 .  w-te r e t e  n e t  

5 .  t imoun nan p a t  t e t e  



l o / .  . . 
I 

05. Pandan dyare-a te avek (non timoun nan), w-te bay. (non 
timoun nan) lot likid ki pa 1Bt manman.... 

fli chwa yo pou manman an) r repons 

1. pi plis kem dabitud? [ 1  

2. menm jan w-te konn bali li? 

3. mwen souvan kbm dabitid? 

4. w - pa bali-1 menm? [ I  

5. li kontinye bali tete selman [ 1 

Pandan (non timoun nan) te gen dyare-a, eske w-kontinye bay 
(non t inoun nan) manje ki d i  ou sa ki demidi. . . (li ch~a-a 
POU HHnEBn an) .1 repans 

1. plis ke dabitid? [ 1 

2. kom dabitid?. [ 1 

3. mwen souvan ke dabitid? [ I  

4. w-pa bali-L menm [ I  

5. li kontinye bali tete selman 

Le (non timoun nan) te gen dyare-a, ki tretman ou te fe, si w- 
te f4 youn, ki sa-a w-te itilize? 
(w-kapab plizye repons posib, tcheke taut 
repam y o ) .  

b. sache sewbm oral 

c. dlo sik ak sel 

d. Dlo diri + carrot 

e. te ou lbt likid 

f. pwodui nan famasi ki kont dyare 
ou byen remed kont infeccion 

g. lbt bagay (espesifye yo) 



LB { n c n  tixoun n a n j  te c;rcn d y a r e - s ,  e s k e  w-te snkcht k < > ~ s h ~ . -  ou 
f e  yon t r e t m a n  pcu dyare-a? 

2 .  non a l e  nan Dl0 

H i  kote-w t e  a l z  cheche konsey ou tr&tman pou d y x s  (non 
tim~un nan)  a? 

(w-kapab bay plizye repans posib, tcheke chak 
repons ) . 
a .  l c p i t a l  jeneral 

b .  s a n t  sante/klinik!post s a n t e  

c .  klinik prive/dokt& 

d .  fainasi 

e. t r avayB sante k i  nan v i l a j  l a  [ 1 

g .  fanm s a j  

h .  g r an  paran ak zanmi [ 1 

i. lot posibilita (espesifye y 3 )  L r i I 

K i  siy / danfe-a k i  ka pouse-w al chgche  kons8y  c u  tr&zrnan pcc 
dya re  (non tinoun n a n ) .  
(w-kapab bay plizyB repons posib, tchske tout !. 

a )  li pa konnen = r l  

f;) vomisman i I 

d !  dezidratasyon, l a p  p & d i  dlo, l e v  li s e k ,  zye  11 
te £on, pip1 li diminye [ I 

e )  dyare-a te dire sou li ( a  mwens 1 4  jcus) 

f )  poupou li gen san 



g )  Li p&di apeti-li [ 1 

h) febles ou fatig [ I  

i) lbt bagay (espesifye yo) f l  

Dli. Ki aksyon ki pi enpotan w-te ka poze le (non timoun nan)[ 1 
ta gen dyare a-? 
(w-kapab bay plizy& repons posib, t cheke  tout 
repons yo,.  

a) pa konnen 1 1 

b) w-te kbmanse rapidman bali likid [ 1 

c )  w-te bay ti mbun nan plis likid pou li bwe ke avanC 1 

W-te bay timoun nan manje ki pi piti pi souvan 

e) w-te prepare byen pwbp sewbm oral e w-bay ti moun [ I 
nan li. 

f) w-te mennen timoun nan lopital / nan sant sante [ 1 

g )  w-te bay timoun nan plis manje apre dyare-a fin pase 
e konsa lap reprann pwa li. [ I  

h) w- te  refize bay timoun nan likid [ 1 

i )  w-te rzfize bali manje [ 1 

j )  w-te  f& lbt bagay ankb (espesifye yo) [ 1 

D12. Ki sa ki pi enpotan pou yon manman kapab fe 1e yon timoun 
f r a p e  pa maladi dyare-a? 

a. pa konnen C 1 

b. bay timoun nan ti manje ki pi piti-a pi souvan [ 1 



c. bali plis manje kbm dabitid i: 1 
d. bali lbt manje ki pi nourrisan [ 1 
e .  lbt bagay (espesifye yo) [ I  

Maladi Respiratwa 

a R1. Eske (non timoun nan) te tousse ou byen li te gen difikilte 
pou li respire pandan 2 deny& semh ki sot pase la? 

2. non c 1 - ->  ale nan repcrns 
No. 5 

R2. LB (non timoun nan) te malad la eske li te respire byen ou 
vit? 
C- 

3. pakonnen c 3 - - -> ale nan R5 

R3. Eske w-te cheche trhtman 18 (non timoun nan) te gen pwoblem 

a respirasyon an? 

1. wi [ I  

2 .  non r ]--->ah3 nan R5 

R4. Ki kote w-tal cheche tretman pou (non timoun nan) 18 li te gen 
pwoblem respirasyon an ou 18 li te gripe-a? 
(gen plizyt2 repons posib, tcheke tout repons 
YO) 



a. Lopital jenaral 

Sant sante / klinik / post sante 

klinik prive / dokte 

Ajan sante ki nan viiaj 

fanm s a j  

gerish 

nan famasi / famasysn / magazinye 

paran e zan.rnl 

1Bt bagay 

R5. Ki siyldange k i  ta few menen fnon ti rnoun nan) kay dot6 si li 
pata ka respire bxen. 
(gan pfizya rspons pasiS, tGPlgtka tout repons 

a. pa konnen 

b. respirasyon difisii GU fasil j 

c .  bisket li f e  oun t r o u  £and 18 lap respirj 3 

d. pgdi apeti r :  
L J  

e. f y & v  [ 1 

f .  touse 1 

g. lbt bagay espesifye yo -[ I 

11. Sil voupl& dimwen aki laj (non tirnoun nanj te resavwa prsmye 
vaksen? 

0 
L - i F  pa konnen ou lit 



1 2 .  Aki l a j  ( n o n  t i n o u n  n a n )  dwe ressvwa vaksen kont L a w o ~ j C l ?  

1. E s p e s i f y e  li an  mwa i . .  . . . . . I  

2 .  Pa konnen ou  byen ldt [ 1 

Kcmbpen ddz v a k s s n  t e t a n b s  yon fanm a n s e n t  bezweg pou pwoteje 
yon t i  moun k i  nan  vant li k o n t  t e t z n b s ?  

1. Youn 
2 .  2 
3 .  p l i s  ke  2 

Eske cu gen yon k a t  v?.ksinasyon pcu i n o n  t i noun  n a n ) ?  

3 .  pa janm gen yen 

gacle k t  v a k s i n a s y o n  an  e t c h e k e   to^? d z t  v a k s i n a s y m  rim 
espas k i  anba .  

POLIP 

DPT 

O d . 3 ~  
le d b z  
2e dbz 
3e doz 

l e  dOz 
2e dbz 
3e doz 

Woujbl 



Eske w gen yon kat vaccin pou cu? 

1. wi ( o u  dwe w6 k a t  la 
2 .  li p+di ------- > a l e  nan M5 
3. non ----------- > ale nan F5 

gade nan kat sante manman-an e mere kantize V ~ ~ S E Z  TT li pran 
nan espas anba-a': 

2 )  2 ou p l i s  

3 )  anyen 



uauuoy ~d 7~ .& 

UOU ' z 

i I uou ' z 

uuayo *E 

s~~d no z -2 

unox ' 7: 

LeMj uadquoy ;a2yop nTns el no aysa 'Juesue no a3 



K i  pi bon met3d ke ou menm ou mari itilize kounye a pou evite 
ke w ansent? 

ligati twonp. 

operasyon sou mari-w (vazektomi) 

patch nan powou (Norplant) 

piki 

g r h  

esterile - filaman 
capbt 

pomade en dedan-w 

bay timoun tete san rete 

moun kap veye lalin 

pa f& b a ~ ~ a p  

voye deyb 

lot bagay 

M9. Ki 1& f anm ansent yo dwe wB yon pwof esyonel nan zaf & la sante? 

1. premye trimes 1 - 3 mwa - [ I  

2. nan mitan gwoses li, 4 - 6 mwa [ 1 

3. d&nye trimes la, 7 - 9 mwa [ 1 

, 4. li pa bezwen w& yon travaye sante [ 1 

5. li pa konnen [: 1 



M10. K i  manje k i  bon pou yon fanm a n s e n t  manje pou p w o t e j e '  l o n t  
anemi pandan li a n s e n t  l a ?  
( g e n  p l i z y h  repons  p o s i b ,  t c h e k e  repons  s a  y o ) .  

a )  pa  konnen 
b )  manje k i  r i c h  a n  f& t a n  kou ( z e ,  pwason, p o u l )  
c )  f e y  legim v&t, k i  rich ak f e  
d )  l b t  bagay ( e s p e s i f y e  y o )  

M12. Combyen yon Fanm kapab peze  pandan gwozks l i ?  

1. 1 0  - 1 2  k i l o  1 1 
2 .  ogmantasyon pwa pandan li p o t e  bebe-a 
3.  pa  konnen 
4 .  1 0 t  bagay ( e s p e s i f y e  y o )  

I ; 
I: I 

M14 .  L e  w-te a n s e n t  ( n o n  timoun n a n )  e ske  w-te v i z i t e  yon s a n t  
s a n t e  tankou ( d i s p a n s e  / s a n t  s a n t e  / p o s t  ) pcu t e  p r a n  swen 
t imoun w pote-a?  

2.  non 
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INTERNATIONAL 
Croix-  des -Bouauets 

L i s t  o f  Part icipants 
KPC Survey. December, 1994 

Core Team 

Dr. Marie Mercy Jean Louis Zevallos 
Health Coordinator 
PLANICroi x-des -Bouquets 

Dr. M i  chel -Henry Brutus 
Executi ve D i  r ec to r  
H.E.L.P. I nc .  

Dr. L i z i e  P. Dubois 
D i  r ec to r  
Turbe Health Care Center 

Supervi sors 

1. Jn Ronal B e l f o r t  
2. Noel Claudy 
3. Maxime Sol i nce 
4. Nelson Nerva 
5 .  W i  1 son Fa1 a i  se 

Interviewers 

Adri  ce Desi r e  
Bast i  en Jean A. Lamartine 
Chi 1 e r  Romul us 
Fenel on Jn . F r i  tzner  
Ives Herman Narcisse 
M i  chel Jean Jaccquel i n 
James Jean P ie r re  
Jean W i  1 eme Del phe 
Laur i  us Marki 
Luc Jn Evens 
Mark E l i e  Gearlus 
M i  chel 
Paul Andre 
Thomas Jan Frantz 
Thy1 e r  Romul us 
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Figures 



Figure 1. Age of Mothers. Distribution of 
Interviewed mothers by groups of age. 

Frequency 

Age groups 
KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994. 

Figure 2. Mothers Literacy. 
Percent of mothers who are literate. 

Literate 39.7% 

Illiterate 60.3% 

KPC Survey. PLANICroixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994 



Figure 3. Who takes care of children when 
the mother is away from home? 

Percentage 

Persons that take care of children 
KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994. 

Figure 4. Percent of families affiliated to 
PLANICroix-des-Bouquets 

PLAN families 45.1 % 

Non PLAN families 51.4% 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 



Figure 5. Children with lmmunization Card 

With Card 54.5% 

Lost it 30.0% 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 

Figure 6. lmmunization Coverage. 
Percent of children 12 to 23 months who received 
EPI Vaccines. 

Coverage % 

lEPl vaccines 1 BCG / OPV 3 1 DPT 3 / ~eas les  

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994. 



Figure 7. EPI Access. 
Percent of Children 12 to 23 months who received DPT 1. 

Received DPT 1 46.3% 

Without Access 53.7% 

KPC Survey. PLANiCroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 

Figure 8. Drop Out Rate. 
Percent of "drop out rates between DPT 1 and DPT 3 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 



Figure 9. Mothers with Maternal Card 

With Card 28.3% 

Lost it 44.6% 

Never had one 27.1 % 

KPC Survey. PLANICroixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994 

Figure 10. Tetanus Toxoid Coverage. 
Percent of mothers who received two doses of TT. 

Percentage 

Number of TT doses 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 

Percentage of Mothers w 

One 

6.4 

Two or mare None 

19.4 
D 

74.2 



Figure 1 I. Prenatal care 
Percent of mothers who had one or more pre-natal 
visits prior to the birth of their last child.. 

Percentage 

1 
Percentage of Mothers 

KPC Survey. PLANiCroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 

Figure 12. Modern Contraceptive Usage 
Mothers who desire no more children, or are not sure 

who are using a modern contraceptive method. 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 



Figure 13. Immunization Knowledge of 
Mothers. 

46.1 % 36.6% 

When to start 
Immunizations 

When to give 
Measles Vaccine 

Know Does not know 
- 

KPC Survey. PLAN/ Croixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994 

Figure 14. Maternal Care Knowledge of 
mothers. 

How many doses of When to start 
TT are needed Antenatal Care 

El Know II Does not know 
KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 



Figure 1 5.  Children receiving breastfeeding. 
Percent of children who are breastfed by age group. 

Percentage 
120 1 I 

Figure 16. Appropriate Infant Feeding 

Age Group 

Breastfed . 
Practice. 
Percent of infants benefited from appropriate feeding 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 

< 4 months 

100.0 

practice.. 
% 

V 

Appropriate practice 

5 - 11 months 

98.1 

Early Initiation 
of BreastFeeding (1) . Breaslfeeding (2) 
Introduction 

0 Exc'usive 
Persistence of 

of foods (3) Breastfeeding (4) 

12 - 23 months 

95.9 

I I 

KPC Survey. PLANfCroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 

(1) Breastfeeding initiated within first 8 hours after birth 
(2) Infants less than four months who are being given only breast milk. 
(3) l nfants between 5 and 9 months who are being given solid or semisolid foods 
(4) Children between 20 and 24 months who are still breastfeeding. 



Figure 17 . Percentage of children with 
diarrhea in the last two weeks. 

With diarrhea 42.6% 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994 

Figure 18 . Types of diarrhea in children 
with diarrhea in the last two weeks 

Percentage 

Lasted 2 or 
more weeks n g;Wzs with 

Types of Diarrhea 
KPC Survey. PLANICroixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994 



Figure 19 . Management of Diarrheal 
disease. 

Percentage 

rn Continued 
Breastfeeding F;-$,"ued 

Appropriate Management of Diarrhea 
KPC Survey. PLANICroixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994. 

Figure 20 . Source of Advice for 
Diarrhea. 

Percentage 
50 1 1 

Source of Advice for Diarrhea 
KPC Survey. PLANICroixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994. 

General 

kZf?~enter/ 
ClinidPost 
Private 
ClinicIDoctor 
Pharmacy 
Village Health 
Worker 
Traditional 
Healer 
Traditional Birth 
Attendant 
Relatives1 
Friends 



Figure 22.. Percentage of children with cough 
and rapid, difficult breathing (suggesting 
pneumonia) in the last two weeks. 

KF'C Survey. PLAN/Croixd~s-Bouquets. December. 1994 

Figure 23. Pneumonia Control : Source of 
Treatment for cough and or, difficult 
breathing. 

Percentage 

Source of treatment 

Health Center 
CliniclPost 
Private clinic1 
doctor 
Village Health 
Worker 
Traditional 
birth attendant 

Relatives/ 
Friends 

KPC Survey. PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. December, 1994. 



Figure 23. EPI Coverage. Comparison 
between baseline, final evaluation and 
national coverage. 

Coverage % 

Vaccines I BCG I DPT 3 1 OPV 3 l~easles 1 

(1) PLANICroix-des-Bouquets. SAGE Report. Baseline Survey. 
(2) KPC Survey. PLANICroixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994 
(3) UNICEF, The State of the World's Children 1994 

Baseline Survey (1) . 
Final Evaluation (2) 

35.0 

42.1 

20.0 

37.2 

21 .O 

37.2 

22.0 

35.5 



Figure 24. Maternal Care. Comparison 
between baseline, final evaluation and 
national coverage. 

Coverage % 

Vaccines ITT 2 or more Using FP 

Baseline Survey (1) . 
Final Evaluation (2) 

National (3) Haiti-wide 

(1) PLANtCroix-des-Bouquets. SAGE Report. Baseline Survey. 
(2) KPC Survey. PLAN/Croixdes-Bouquets. December, 1994 
(3) UNICEF. The State of the World's Children 1994 
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Children and Women receiving 
immunizations by month in Vaudreuil. 

HELP. October193 to September11 994. 

Number 

Embargo Invasion 
1C t 









Pregnant Women receiving Prenatal Care 
by month in Vaudreuil 

HELP. October/93 to September11 994. 

Number 
Invasion 

L 

8ctober December February 
November January 

April 
March May 

June August 

Pregnant 
Women 

July September 

Months 







ANNEX # 6 

LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED 



LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED 

Mr. Aloysius Pereyra, Field Director 
Dr. Marie Mercy Jean-Louis Zevallos 

Turbe HC 

Dr. Lizie Peck Dubois, Director 
Dr. Lesly Henry, obstetrician 
Miss Gerda, auxiliary nurse in charge of outreach activities 
Miss Denise, nurse 
Miss Arnesfort , auxiliary nurse 

MOH Officials (district level) 

Dr. Antonio Narcisse 
Dr. Wilfred Thenor 



H.lE.IL.P Unc. 
CENTRE HOSPITALIER 

Dr. Edith lrby Jones 

3r - -zxn io  Narcisse - MSPP Consul tant  (Mardi) 

3r 2t:rges 316mur - D i r e c t e u r  a e  1 2  Xa te rn i t6  
(Mercredi,  J eua i ,  Vendredi) 

. . .  3r x : n e l  Euphonise - P e d i a t r e  
Xis 5 I 6 l i s s i e r  - Responsable a c ~ i v i t e s  Cornmunau- 

t a i r e s  e t  C.S 
. - 

Xiss :snique Dupon - A u x i l l i a i r e  en Vaccination 

Xirs l o r i s c a  Carline- Auxil ,  1nfirmi;re en Education 
P r e n a t a l e  

3iis.s Ymenive St-Vilus - A u x i l l i a i r e  en N u t r i t i o n  

J n  2 n a r t i n e  C6bka - C o l l e c t e u r  ae  donnkes C.S 
- .  JG -\E-ZY J n  Solange - Col lec teur  de donnees C.S 

Route de Malpasse, Entree La Tremblay # 5 
Vaudreuil, Croix-des-Bouquets 

TBI: 23-601 1 



ANNEX # 7 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 



LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

1. Detailed Implementation Plan (DIP) 

2. FY93 report 

3.  Midterm evaluation's Plan of Action 

4. Memos of Understanding between PLANICDB and each local institution (HELP and Turbe 
HC) 

5. Visit reports from PLANJInternational Headquarter's Child Survival Coordinator 



ANNEX # 8 

MEMOS OF UNDERSTANDING WITH 
HELP Inc AND TURBE HEALTH CENTER 



H.lE,L.P Bnc. ' CENTRE HOSPlTALlER 

f 
Dr. Edith lrby Jones 

Xr Aloysius F e r e i r a  F.3 
P lan  CZB. 

Dear Xr. P e r e i r a ,  

It i s  a  g r e a t  p leasure  t o  w r i t e  t h i s  l e t ~ e r  or? - - - berlalf of 3.:. L. Y .  II.:Z. t h e  r e v i c u s  e x p r i e n c s  ~ ; i - t h  ~ ~ 2 2 ;  
CC3 regarding  t k e  implementation of t h e  i m n u n i z ~ t i o n  2nd - ~ r e n a t a l  Care Frosram i n  Vaudreuil  has Ssen v w y  ecsizi- - - -  . . .  ve. K.3.L.F. I:.JC. w i l l  be w i l l i n g  t o  c o i l a b o r s t e  Y ~ T A  

?LA$$ e"s3 f o r  t h e  coning years  (35 - 99) 13 ia5lene:'t fie.,; 

3 
- C.5 p r o ' e c t s  (CZG, Suppl. V i t .  A ,  Fani ly  F l a m i n g  3ress-t 

Feeding provided t h a t :  

A- The p r o j e c t  a?;roach i s  s i x i l a r  t a  l e s t  
y e a r ' s  agree.nent which means t h a t  t i e  r;;a 

-,- organiza t ions  (3.3. L. P. i X C .  a;ld ~ ~ - 3 :  C33) 
-dl1 make j o i n t  glanning an4 p rogra~f i ing  
a c t i v i t i e s .  Plan CC3 w i l l  provi'ze ~ n e  
funding and t e c h n i c a l  a s s i s t a n c e  while - - . _ - - - - _ 
h. L.L.F. LAC. w i l l  c a r r y  out  t k z  >rcgresnzd 
a c t i v i t i e s  i n  Vaudreuil .  

3- The 2ra:ect outputs  a r e  very s p c i f L c  zs 
wel l  a s  the in tervegzions .  

C- ?L.-.X and X.Z.L .F .  inoaify t h e i r  c u r r e n t  
agreement ( K . O . 2 )  t c  accornodete t h e  ne-..! C.S 
Pro jec t s .  

- 3ased uDon t h i s  mutual understanding.  I w i l l  s t r z n ~ l v  
.+, V J 

s u s p o r t  a l l  g a a i t i o n a l  a c t i v i t i e s  i n  t h e  C . S  3rozraz  . 
These a c t i  
q u a l i t y  o f  

+ 

v i t i e s  w i l l  nake a  s ig : i i f ican t  a i f f 2 r e n c s  ix t h e  

Vaudreuil. Croix-des-Bouquets 
', 

T81: 23-601 1 



BACKGROUND STATEMENT 

The background ror r hls assr:~~: 1at 1(:1r\ n a s  heen tne exist. 1na 
situation of a health ~nrrsstr-uctur-r , g-t~med DY P-ELP, ~n s v e r y  
needy PLAN target area. 'I'he 1.3 na . DIJ 1 1 1  L 1 nu a m  equ 1 p l w n c  ~~.svF' 
become unusable due to problems rP l a t e i ~  to t n e  runrllnc~ 01 tne 
running costs. Funds cormltted or prorsl.::od rsy other saenc les nn(3 
to be withdrawn after the recent pollt~csl crlsls ~n the col.intrv. 
The request far assistance. ~n n (-ll.tr.tlm+nt cated :/.nu ine  L Y L :  

and presented by Dr. Mlchae 1 ti. ht-ucl~:~:. E k e c u t  l v e  i)lrtic tor- ::I 
HELP Inc . , explalns the rest c r t n +  b?l.lcarc~und st:ar.ernent. 'I he 
same document will also be used rnr- other rerprences as  
appropriate. 

VISION 

The vision of t h ~ s  association htween HELP and PLAN is to bul!a 
this project as a model, thst co111d ne replicated, wlth the 
objective of having low buaget. se:r-supporting. cornrnunltv 
managed, local health centers, a s  neeaea, all over tne Cr-olx-des- 
Bouquets project area. 

DESIGN AND .APPROACH 

Roth HELP and PLAN are cornrnl t t e t l  n 1 7 h l . ~ ~  ss 1 I - s ~ i p p o r - t  1 na he& 1 t r~ 
structures in t h e  general proprsrlll a r e a .  : nls p r o . l e c t  1s aeslcn~#l 
to have the participation or t.he go\/ei nr:i+nt and rhe ccmmunlty <::n 
the planning and lmplementatlon. keuresentatlves from botn :rlesC, 
institutions wl 1 l be lnc ludcd ~ r :  t.he a r ! . ~  i ::r3ry rornrnlrr-ee c o  s r .  jt... 
with. Our vlslon 1s to s c m r t r i ~ s \ /  ( s + e  r r r e  pnast: .<>ut ::).I, 

active particlpnr. lon and hand ;.lvtt5r r rle in:,;lac[ement or t hl:; p r c ,  j e c q  
to the government and comrnunl ty . our .  )a:)t~ or  enl;l.:~werl I-ig romp : r -e .1  
we will then take s strlctly acv l so r -y  r r l l e  and t r y  to reDllrsre 
the same model in other areas or ~ _ ' r c ~ i x - . ~ i ; s - b o u ~ i - l e t s .  

- .  



OBJECTIVE . 

ACTIVITIES 

* Laboratory resting and analvsls rat: : 1 t les ror ciood, urlne, 
stools, x-ray, The center wlll tsKe zt 'least i5 cases 3 any. 

X Medication to all patlents at subs:a:zea/controlieC p r l c e s .  

* Dental care ror 25 patlents a clay.  Emphasls wlll De glven 
to prevention of tooth decav and aim1 dlsease. 

* Health promotion and tralnlng t o  vlllaae health workers. 
groups o r  mothers, on baslc anii Dersonal hyqlene. oral 
rehydration. nutrition. chlld blrtn/care. ramlly plannlna. 

- irnmunizati'on, prevention of AIDS e t c .  - ,.. . . 

* A complete irnrnunizatlon progr.am ror chlldren ~n che 
- appropriate age groups. 

- - 
* Nutrition supplements ti, ~r+crnant mothers, severely 

malnourished children, TF patlents. an1 others suffering 
from assorted critical vltamln deflclencles. (total llmiteu 
to 150 a day). 

n Hospitalization facilit~es will De provldea ior mlnor 
surgery and delivery purpcccs wi:n 4 capaclty of 12 beds. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Other activities would include: 

* Local fund raising actlvlcles t i n  cash and kind). 

* Give a boost to the envl11:)nmrnr V ot t h e  a r e a .  
These include, settlng up c . 7  p l a i n t  ~~i~rserles. ~ r e e  nlsnc~nc. 
s o l  l and water conservat lor , .  en\,*lrclr-:r:~ent prct-ect I o n ,  etc. 



JOINT DUTIES ATlD RESPONSIBlLI1 ' IE:S 

* Servlng on the Advlsory M ? r . ? .  

HELP - DUTIES AN:; RESFONSIB1 LL'l'IES; 

HELP undertakes to: 

Provide the baslc infrastructure. 
( 5  acres o f ' l a n d  and tho exlzclr~c; l~ulldlnu and e q u i . p m e n t .  
including the medical veh~ciel 

Hun the day to day opera t . i r lns  o r  t i - !& p r r 1 1 e c t  

Partlclpate In t h e  budget. p r e p ? r % t . ? c + n /  proposal . 

Hire, appolnt and traln ' t i !  s t . - i r r  -:<i.ept hlrlna or nrrlce 
manager 

Conduct or help In the C ~ J ~ I ~ X C ~  i r ~ a  n r  evaluclt lon h c t  lvlr:ec 
as approprlate. 

Maintain approprlate rnedl.-a i r e ~ o r f l s  c ~ r  cllent ram1 i l e s .  

Maintain appropriate sysrcrrls or 13cr(:l11nt ]nu transact Ions wlrn 
appropriate support docurnerlrs. ( - n e  $il.:col.~nts wouid be s u ~ ~ e c c  
to audits from HELP, . -'-AN .in(Ii (;over-r:ment aud 1 tors 3 3 

appropriate. ) 

Prcvide and supply the nut.: i t l ~ l l  ,..:I.:T , v ~ r . y  

Provide and supply the t r - $ 5  1 1 . ~ 1  nc-r 3 c T  l v  1 t . v  

Solicit voluntary s e r v ~ r ? s  r r r.rn nv=a I c s  1 a o c ~ o r s  .? nc: 
specialists. Internal ly r ; : t  ..!-T;,, , : v .  



PLAN - DUTIES AND RESPiiN::I I E I L L : L::. 

PLAN undertakes r : 

* Provlde an~i supply one 5 c l r e w e :  1 t . - - ; I K ~  !:ire (:: t z e  p ~ t . i f i ~ e  

water and lrrlgatlon needs. 

il Provide and supply infrastructure ~rnr~r-cwement a s  budgetea 

and approved. 

* . Provide tralnlng and technlcnl . .Y: ; : : I s I  ancc  as deslred n: 
required: Thls ~ncludes: 

n Project/program eva 111 ;1 t  Ion. 
w Administrative/accounr 1 n u  :::YST c.ms proceciurr.s,  
* Agriculture, and r e l , s t~? r l  J < . L  i 3 / l t T / .  

* Provide a 50% subsidy I ' L P  : :-:r *very cllenc rarnli,~ 
treated after 2 years or r h e ?  o r ~ ~ e c : .  . 

As stated in the project d e s 1 , r n  and I p p k - ~ a c h  w e  wlli c a c v a s ~  
government and community partlclpatlon/support. We exwct t n l s  
effort to prosper and bear r ~ u l r . .  F o r  t:~? mljrnent w e  can envlslon 
the following : 

. .. . .. . . , . . . 
FROM THE GOVERNMENT (Ministry or Weaith) 

* - -  Supply of medical doctors,'speclsllst. on a perlodlc basls. 

* Two medical nurses asslgnsd p e r m a n e n t . 1 ~  t r ?  the project. 

* Two ex-ofrlclo members t o  serve on the edvlsory board.  
A 

n Vaccines. 

' FROM THE COMMUNITY (of v s u d r e t ~  I l I - 



Cooking, 

S u p p l y  c t r  cand~dates r1-1r r r v  nr?% I P n 111. ~ l i r ~ t  eer 

Supply of 4 nurse nsslstnnts to t:lr p r ' c t - , ? c t .  
.4 

Culture o t  the l a n d  

Provide rrec labor to r : .  I .  1 c .  i 1 t r tr!e 
project 

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 

The project WI 1 1 be supported/:;upcrvisr~d by sn Advlsory bcara .  
This board wllI be formed by: 

* 3 representstlves of HELP. 

% 3 representatives from PLAN. 

In addition the advisory board wlll conslst o t :  

* 2 representatives of the rlcltfernment 

'~t 2 representatives of the ccrnrnunlty. 

It is to be noted here that the uovernment a n d  community 
representatives w i l l  have obst?r-,.er status ~n the flrst year or 
the project and will be conslaet-ed r o r  r u l l  t lme membersnlp r ron,  
t h e  second year of the project ana o n w a r d s .  A tresh sgreemenr- 
will have t o  be drawn up at that t l n l e .  

The Advisory Board wi 11 a p p o l n 7 .  a n  ~ l r r  ] r e  Manaqer  wno w l l l  ca r r i .  
out the day to day routlne r u r - ~ c t ~ o n s  ( 3 1  the project as per t h e  
budget approved and will carry c91.1t cjther l t l r e c t l v e s  as derlned LV 
the Advisory Board in the minutes doc~.irnen::ed. 

The Advisory Board wi 1 1  meet : . l e r . l cd  I cfi : !\; a s  mutua 1 ly aarrtea a:ar. 
as convened. A meeting can he c'cnves;erl ;.rv e ;  t n e r  one pa:-'y (PLA;.i 

. o r  HELP) or on t h e  reques t  o r  t h e  ~ . ) r  r I l:e Manager. IT:? O r  r 1 1 : ~ .  
Manager is responsible for makir ,a  a! l s r : . n n a e m p n % s  ; -~ece s sa ry  s!liTri 
a s  Informfng the m e ~ b e r s  , drawl rig 11:) r : I + >  ;1(.:end13 . rc:cord: nc- A::,: 
distribution or the : -11tes e r r ,  

\'& 



To have a qi-[~:)-r.u:n, f ( ~ r  31-ly $I-II::~I l i i e ? ~ ~ ~ ~ , : r  r ~ ~ e c i c  ,3.r i e f i ~ : ~  r l i ~ y i , ~ ~ ~ ~  

from each i ns t l t _u t . i on  t o  be preserl~.. Ijl:es?:: . :nv;:eec ane  
specia: 1 s t ~  are p,:rmltteu rrcm 21  1 , q ~ r  : i e 5  r~r1- )v!~? .e~2 ,  ! C 15 TIOC. 

more t h a n  two persons pt?:. nl?t?r?!-I::!. : t : - , . :  i " :  11.1:' ; ; . ~ r , . ~ ! ~ ; ; : ~ : . : ~ ' r " i  :% T : V ~ T .  

t o  the other part:es. ~7 r h e  ~ 1 % :  r.1:): .. . . , b  , , (1. i ~ t . . ! ~  ~ F - D ?  

TIME FRAME 

The basic assumpt ll>n ? s  that :.::IS ; - , , : ~ r ~ t . ! : ~ : r s : ~ l  :! ~1 1 i d:.r-x r.(>wa:-.l~: 
sel f-suff lciency rr-om day one, r r m ~  I nc comcna?ncen:enr or  r r ~ ~  
project. Thls 1s the splrlt In whlcn t n L s  rramework 1s wrltten. 
It will requlre lnltlatlve frcm all sldes, le, tile cc~rnmunl~y, r.n+ 
government , HELP. PLAN aid r n c ~ ~ t .  I -  I the ot I lcp rnar!nger-. 
The sooner we can do it (provlde selr-su:rlclency) the better. 

.4 

With this as the background FLAN ~ 1 1 1  Busrantee operatlonal costs 
for the first two years and wlll contlnue to pay operatlonal 
costs on a sliding scale 60% - 5C% - ana 40%. for the next three 
years. 

Five years, has been the time rlsed rcr  a complete phase-out. by 
which time the community and government wlll be enabled to fund 
the project activities. HELP and PLAN, wl!l at %hat polnt, take 
on the role of worklng ~n an advlsory cnpaclty. 

This agreement IS, as menrio1-1eri e3rller. a baslc wcrrklng 
document. However, at thz same tlme, we do not want ~t to be a 
limiting document. Initiatives rrom elther sldes, that wlll 
result in achieving the ob]ectlves, r-eallzlng the vlslon, or 
improving the quality of the actlvltles, are reconmended. 
encouraged and welcome. 
PUBLICITY 

HELP and PLAN agree to mutual!y recognize t.he partner whenever 
there is any publicity materlnl belnq prlnteo or through snv 
other media when it relates to ?-he ?cllnt Drclject. 

LIABILITY RELEASE 

HELP, as the executing partncr . wi 1 1  ensure that the present 
assistance does not create any  obllgac~cln. legal, rlnanclal cr 
otherwise on the part of PLAN 1-'rolx-des-bouquets to any person 
claiming entitlement to compensnclon or other remedies relatlng 
to personal injuries, economic harm or otherwise, lncludlng ~ u t  
not limited to any contractor, sub-contractor or benericlary ana . 

or any other project users Derore. durlng and after the 
completion of the project. In the event any clalm is assertec 
against PLAN, HELP will defend PLAN ana lndemnlry PLAN from a l l  

costs occasioned thereby, including any dssessment of damages or 
imposition of legal obligations. 

HELP 
from 

on its side can 
its cl.ients an,? 

acquire the same klnd 
beneficiaries. 



We agree to Side by thls agreemenr I n  :he 
and respect for human values. 

spir:t o r  voluntarlsm 

iiELP Inc. 
tepresented by : 
3r. Michael 
5xecutive Director. 

!k71 t n e s s  : 

.- ..--- --- 

W tness : 



PLAN ~ R N A T I O N A L  
CROIX-DES-BOUQUETS, HAITI 

COOPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN TEE MINISTRY 
OF PUBLIC W T H  CTURBE EEALTH CARE CENTIER) 

AND PLAN INTERNATIONAL OF CROIX-DES-BOUQUETS 



CENTRE DE SANTE COMMUNAUTAIRE DE TURBE 
Medccine Gtntrale et  Reventive PCdiatrie Psychiatrie 

Obstitriaue - GmCcolo9ie .. - 
J 

Route d t  Malepasse en* Ia Tremblay #12, Haiti 

Mr Aloysius PEREIRA F.D,  
P M  CDB. 

Dear Mr. PEREIRA, 

Tt is a great pleasure to write this  letter on 
behalf of Turb6 the previous experience with PLAH CDB 
regarding the implementation of the immunization and Prenatal 
Care program fn Turb4 has been very positive. Turbe will be 
willing collaborate with PLAN CDB for the coming years ( 9 5  - 
9 9 )  to implernsnt new C.S projects (CDD, Suppl. Vit. A, Family 
Planning Breast Feeding) provided that: 

<: A- The project approach is similar t o  last 
years's agreement which means that the two 
organizations (Turbd and PLAN CDB) will make 
joint planning and programming activities. 
PLAN CDB will provide the funding and 
technical assistance while Turb6 will carry 
out the programmed activities in Turb6. 

-'-k 
B- The project outputs are very specific as well 

as the interventions. 

C- PLAN and Turbd modify their current agreement 
( M . 0 . U ' )  to accomodate the new C.S projects. 

Based upon this mutual understanding, 1 will 
strongily support all additional activities in the CIS Program. 
These activities will make a significant difference in the 
quality of life of all the children in the community. 



PLAN MTERNATIONAL 
CROIX-DES-BOUQUETS, HAITl 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

7 X s  document is a specific agreement between the TURBE Health Care Center and PLAN 
INTERNATIONAL of Croix-des-Bouquets. This collaboration is designed to support health 
care and community development activities in TURBE, DAME MARIE, CAMPECHE, and 
other mounding areas. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES 

The purpose of this cooperation is to promote preventive and curative health care in TURE3E 
and its surrounding areas. The Health Care Center, a facility of the MSPP, submitted a 
partnership request in a basic document entitled "Turbii Health Care Action", which shall 
serve as a reference document. 

OBJECTIVE 

The purpose of this association between PLAN and the MSPP (Turbe Health Care Center) is 
to provide low-cost primary and curative health care to the community in a nearby location 
and in a spirit of community participation in order to improve the health conditions of the 
inhabitants of these areas (20,000 inhabitants), 

Although the activities to be carried out will be primarily health care-related activities, they 
will not be limited to such activities. 

Physical examination of patients seen at the health care center. 

Laboratory examinations and urine, blood and stool analyses. 

w Medication for all patients seen. 

Advice on hygiene and health care every day at the Center. 

Community health care activities conducted by health care persoml in the areas of 
ORS, nuttition, prenatal care, family planning, immunization, AIDS prevention a& 



education, and the program for immunization of children and women in their 
cudbearing years as part of the M a t d  and Child Survival Project. 

Nutritional monitoring of pregnant women and malnourished children. 

Curative health care activities in mobile clinics at two locations. 

OTHER ACTMTlES 

Establishment of three community projects capable of generating income: 

1. Raising broiler chickens 

2. . Community hardware store 

3. Shop for r end  of farming tools 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HEALTH CARE CENTER 

Provide the basic infrastructure. 

Perform daily project activities. 

Participate in the budget submitted and approved. 

Assist in andlor conduct the evaluation of activities. 

Maintain a medical history of all patients. 

Maintain a project accounting system; the books of the project shall be made available 
to PLAN and to its affiliated agencies. 

Implement the nutritional activities. 

Implement training activities for the staff of the center. 

Take in 50% of the cost of treatment and laboratory exams fiom PLAN families. 

Submit regular reports to PLAN. 



PLAN RESPONSIBTLIm 

Repair and maintain the infrastructure of the houses used as mobile clinics. 

Contribute to the operating expenditures of the activities in accordance with the basic 
budget. 

Provide and stock the pharmacy and laboratory of the center and the mobile clinics. 

Contribute to the purchase of a vehicle to serve as an ambulance for the community. 

Contribute for a definite period to part of the payment of mobile clinic personnel. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE GOVERNMENT MSPP 

Pay the center's medical personnel. 

Guarantee the necessary quota of vaccinations for the project. 

Provide supervision over the medical activities performed in the facilities. 

Provide educational materials as available. 

Provide the premises for the mobile clinics in Campecbe and Dame Marie. 

Clean both of these houses. 

Prepare the food for the Nutrition Program. 

Pay thc two caretakers of these premises. 

Pay the two pharmacy managers. 

Work in the community hardware store. 

Promote the farm tools shop. 

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 

The administrative structure currently existing at the Center will be maintained but wiU be 
supported and supervised jointly by the Cruix-des-Bouquets health care district and 
PLAN/C.D.B. 



PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE 

The project shall begin after the signhg of this agreement, with the participation of PLAN, 
the MSPP, and the people of the community. 

PLAN shall be the principal p m r  of the MSPP (TiuM Center) for the fmt two years and 
shall provide for the operational costs of the project. 

This Cooperation is rehewable at the request of the parries. The renewal initiative may be 
taken by the community, the center, or the MSPP. 

LEGAL RESPONSIBLWTIES 

The TurM Center shall be the prime contractor; the center shall perf- all tbe activities 
and, hence, shall be legally and finaacially liable to any such person it may have wronged. 
PLAN shall not incur any physical, legal or financial liability in this project in the event of 
damages, accidents or any other breach that may have been caused by rhe project 
implementor. 

This document was approved and signed in Croixdes-Bouquets on March 9, 1993. 

Dr.. Lizie P. Dubois Mr. Aloysius Pereira 
Director of the TurM Center Director of PLAN XNTEXNATI0NA.L 

of Croix-des-Bouquets 

Witness Witness 

Witness Witness 



Ce document a k t 6  I - , .  a p p  ;dt/.: e. t  s i g n 6  a l a  Croix-des- 
B o u q u e t s  le 9 Mars 1993 par  

Directeur du Centre d e  
TurbB. 



ANNEX # 9 

PLAN OF ACTION FOR THE CHILD SURVIVAL PROJECT 



PLAN D'AcTION 

DE SANTE 

SUR C . S . P .  

CROIX-DES-BOUQUETS 



PLAN INTERNATIONAL 
CROIX-DES-BOUOUETS, HAITI. 

SOMMAIRE 

OBJECTIS : 

STRATEGIES : 

DESCRIFTION DES ACTIVITES A ENTREPRENDRE 

ACTIVITES DE SUPPORT DU PROGRAMME 

RESUME DU PLAN D'ACTION 



DRAFT 

PLAN D'BCTION 

E z  ;-:e de relever les points defaillants vus lors du Mid 
- Terme EvaL:i:lon de Juin 93. 

Ccr~naliser les activites de " Survie de la MBre et de 
1'Enfant " = -  - -  Ameliorer 1es systirmes d6ja  en place pour la 
vaccination rz l'attention pr6 et post - natale a Vaudreuil et 
Turbe. 

F*=;lz atteindre cet objectif des strategies seront 
impl6mentees r r  serviront principalement a : 

ii ?.enforcer le programme deja sur pied. 

i= Zntreprendre des activites supplementaires afin 
d'augmenter la couverture vaccinale et l'attention 
?re et post-natale. 



LZS ACYI-.'ITES ENGLOBERONT SEPT RUBRICVES: 

Zxploitation de toutes 1es opportunites de 
-;accination des enfants de G a 2 ans et aes fernrnes 
ie 15 a 45 ans. 

36cyclage du personnel affsct6 au programme ,' 
survie de l'enfant en cornmencant par ie personnel 
lu centre jusqu'au personnel de terrain. 

Zupervision des activitks sur le terrain - 
tncadrement du personnel de terrain. 

Augmentation de la couverture vaccinale - 
iiminution du taux d'abandon. 

Amelioration du taux de frequentation des services 
?re et post nataux. 

Xelevement de l'efficacitg des services 
~utritionels. 

-icquisition de materiels, equipements, fournitures 
?our le programme. 

3ystgrne d'information. 

I : EXPLOITATION DES OPPORTUNITES DE VACCINATION. 

3 t r s  ie cadre du programme de vaccination, il a et6 
remarqae A T-Lz:= et A Vaudreuil des opportunites manquees ( ex : La 
mere vient 575.: son b&b& pour dtre vaccine - Le b6be a reGu son 
vaccin et I z  x r e  n'a jamais ete vaccinee, de sa vie, contre le 
tgtanos ) Zr systeme de vaccination quotidien doit Btre mis sur 
pied. 



Tczr snfant se presentant a la consultation doit avoir sa 
carte de vaczrxtion. 

U c r  ;tine de Gde 0 , 2 5  sera rgclamee a tout responsable 
d'enfant aya== lerdu sa carte et les femrnes avec leur carte seront 
recues d'abcr,. 

C s s  siances audio-visuel les sur la necessiti! de la 
vaccination s~ront organisees a l'interieur mgme du centre a 
l'intention 5s cous les malades ( TV - Appareil video - Cassettes 
sur la Sante - 7accination en creole ) .  

Diszribution de tdches specifiques pour 1 'dquipe de 
vaccination: s-ant Vauareuil , I ' equipe etait aff ectee a d'autres 
taches B la Z I ~ ~ i q u e  du centre: preparation de dossiers - Accueil 
des patients.. . desormais el 1 e aura pour seul e tSche: 1 'irnrnuni 
sation, plat~i~cation et execution. Programmation de visites 

La 
1 ' organisatr tt 
de vaccinatizr 

pour la supervision des agents. 

:ommunaut4 prendra en charge la motivation, 
st la discipline lors de la realisation de seances 
dans les localit&. 

Ez ~ , t  d'augmenter la cocuverture vaccinale, des seances 
dlimrnunisatFzr seront faites chaque mois au cours des cliniques 
Mobiles du Z l r ! .  

- R U B R I C Y E  3 : RECYCLAGE DU PERSONNEL. 

- ?ormation sur !e remplissage des formulaires. 

- ?ormation sur le remplissage des cartes de 
.iaccination. 

- Formation sur les priorit& G-J programme " Survie 
ie la mere et de l'enfant ". 



- -ictualisation des concepts sur l'immunisation. 

A - ~ s z :  un recvclaqe sur l'importance du remplissage de la 
carte 5 ' a v e r r  lscessaire. 

Le  ; rrsonnel possede des connaisances minimes sur 1 a 
conservaticz t 4 s  vaccins : chaine de froid - lecture thermometre, 
moniteur se frr3nt a tous les niveaux; au niveau du personnel : 

- ?.essource Technique : medecics 

- - .  
.?.essource Intermediaire : i n r m i r e  responsable 
zhaine de froid - Infirmiere - auxilliaire. 

- 2essource de terrain : agents de sante - 
?romoteurs. 

- .?essource Communautaire : Leader et special ement 
:es TBA's. 

25  :::nation devra 6tre continue, trinestrielle au moins. 
Ce qui servzrz d la motivation et la valorisation des agents de 
sance, qui faite, sont des piliers dans l'implantation du 
prograrne Cr ixvie de 1 'enfant. Tout le personnel ne peut pas . . Btre 2cz;lFse ;our un semlfiaire a moins de 5loquer le suivi du 
2rograme. plusieurs seminaires a aes interval les courts 
permettraiar r :out le personnel d'en benef ic~er, d'augmenter leur 
connaissance. Zeci deboucherait sur une meiLleure application du 
programme. 

= - - - -  , ,--.G,ion trimestrielle des agencs de sante et ou des 
promoteurs i 5ffectuer par le MSPP ou d'autres institutions 
special iseer specifiquement en ~accinatizn et surveil lance 
6 p i d i t r n i c I o ~ ~ , c - . ~ .  

- 
- 5 - -  A.---=rche des cours de M6decir.e Communautaire et 

d'6pid4rnrolzg:? de courte duree pour le s t a f f  medical en HaXti o u  
a 1 'exterie-zr. 



?i=zr=ation d'un pediatre iraudreuil afin d'avoir !e 
contr6le der rrziadies infantiles. 

RUBRIG'JE C. SUPERVISION 

"- - 
- 5  e realisera a tous les niveaux oh le programme 

s'implante. S'il est tres difficile d16ffectuer des supervisions 
hebdomadaizrs. ies structures seront mises en place ( dgplacement 
en voit~re r f r x  qu'elle soit au moins mensuelle. Elle comprendra 
1 a ccoperat: =:- les instances superieures : MSPP/PLAN de Parrainage 
- responsatI~~ mgdicaux des centres medecin responsable - 
infirmiere rcs;onsable - infirmiere hygieniste ) .  

Cette super-:z::2n se fera a 2 niveaux: 

- 3u PLAN aux partners. 

- 3es responsables des centres de Sante au personnel 
Je terrain. 

- -.- - -. Lr---clrs dans le cadre des recommandations de 
116valuatio=. 11 s'est developpe entre Turb6 et Vauareil une . - 6troite co, ,a:sration aans la coordination des activites EX: 
Seminalre ;' Xizrones effectue h T u b e  a eu cornme participant - 
super-ilseur I E  %decin responsable de Vauareull. La aistrlbution 
du materiel r-i :B.A de Vaudreuil a 6t6 realisee avec 1 'assisstance 
du personnel r rsponsabl e de Turbe. 

G z z s  ze mgme esprit, les supervisions seront conjointes 
( Turbe - Va.;i.:=uil ) .  

AUTRES : 

- Ttilisation de f ormes plus approprides au 
2rogramme. 



- inalyse des donnees des enqugtes. 

- Zvaluation semestrielle du programme par un 
:onsul tant externe. 

- Supervision journa!i$re par i'kducateur sanitaire 
iux agents de Sante, promoteurs et ~ 3 ~ ' s  des 
:ocalit6s de Vaudreuil. 

AUGMENTATION COUVERTURE VACCINALE 

3IMUNITION TAUX D'ABANDON 

Sor zampagnes de vaccination auront lieu. Pour assurer 
leur reuss~se elles s'accompagneront de distribution seche de 
produits alrr,c-zaires et de vitamine A aux allaitantes et enfants 
malnouzris. :ts donnees seront consign6es dans le carnet de 
vaccination. 

Tt -  
L-5 5smaine de mobilisation par les agents de sant6 

pr6cedera I t  ::xr de la campagne. 

Crs r Sances dlBducation sanitaire presentant les maladies - .  gour :esq~+,,r3 les vaccirrs sont disaonibies avec support de 
matkriel eC-zzz:lf doivent ftre realisees. Les agents de sant6 
exploiterocr . = s  lieux de rassemblement : eglise - rnarche - . . reunions f=z,.ts / plan. 11s profiteron~ pour faire savoir a la 
popul a t l c n  I r r~sponibil i te des vaccins dans 1 es centres. 

- - L L Z  zessages educatifs serozz tir6s des infcrmations 
fournies par .'btude ethnographique faite a VaudreuiI et dont 
l'analyse dz l :  Ztre rgalisee. 



:dELIGRATION DU TAUX DE FREQUENTATION CES SERVICES 
?RE ET POST NATAUX. 

Lz fzrmation des TBA se revelera importante dans ce 
domaice. 111 zsront des agents inobilisateurs pour la promotion de 
la consu!ta=~:~ pr6 et post natale. Le TEA sera mis en valeur et 
deviendra cz .-gent de collaboration. I1 recrutera les femmes en 
Zge de ;roc=&$: pour la vaccination, et les femrnes enceintes pour 
le contr5le szr et post natal. I1 exigera que toutes les femrnes 
enceintes dt sz localit6 soient vaccinees . Les f e m e s  enceintes 
anemibes recr-;rxt de la vitamine A, du fer au centre. Ex: Dietal. 
Un systeme 2 e  ;rime pour le TBA ayant refere le plus de femmes 
enceictss ez ::xultations sera envisage. 

NUTRITION POUR FE,WES ENCEINTEB ET ALLAITANTES 

Lcs services nutritionnels existent ( cantine 
distri5xticz 54che / fernrnes enceintes ) ;  mais, vu la conjonture 
6conorniq~e, doivent 6tre renforcbs. Les prix des produits 
augmentent zzall&lement A une augmentation des cas de 
rnalnutr~=ic=. Ce qui entraine un accroissement des besoins 
nutriti~nneIs. I1 y a plus de femmes anemikes et plus de cas 
dThypoprote:=az:e sans par1 er de malnutrition f ranche. La cantine 
accuse xce a=;xatation accrue de demandes. Les services doivent 
gtre ren2orcSs. Les mgres ne recevant pas de distribution sgche ne 
sont ?as ic=irtssees a amener leur petit i manger S la cantine; 
quotin'; ,A enner-t,: . 

3 z . z  zeussir le plein epanouissemen~ de la cantine, une 
distrib~cicz rsche pour ces meres doit Stre izplant4e. 



. . 
a )  Ccorc:nzr::= avec  l e  MSPP 

- ?.eunion mensue l l e  de  d i r e c t i c n  e t  de  Coord ina t i on .  

- ? a r t i c i p a t i o n  de l ' i n f i r n i e r e  du Cen t r e  aux 
reun ions  mensue l l es  d e s  a g e n t s  d e  s a n t e  du MSPP. 

- ? a r t i c i p a t i o n .  S l a  ~ l a n i f i c a t i o n  ou a l a  
_;rograrnmation de s  j ou rnees  de v a c c i n a t i o n  st  de  
. ; i s i t e  c ~ ~ u n a u t a i r e .  

b )  Coor6ina:::z e n t r e  l e s  Cen t res  

- ?.6union de  d i r e c t i o n  e t  d e  Coo rd ina t i on  

- :change ou P a r t i c i p a t i o r ,  aux a c t i v i t k s  e n t r e  le 
;e rsonnel  des  2 c e n t r e s .  

. . 
c )  2corc:na:rr: avec  l e  P L A N  

- ' , * i s i t e  hebdomadaire d e  l a  c a o r d o n n a t r i c e  en San t e  
5ux 2 programmes pour un s u p p o r t  t e chn ique  ( cha ine  
f e  f r o i d  - r g g i s t r e  d e  v a c c i a a t i o n  - c c u v e r t u r e  de s  
2bjectifs du PLAN d ' a c t i s a  e t c . .  . ) .  

- ?.&union pe r i ad ique  e n t r e  le FLAX e t  I c s  2 C e n t r e s .  

- ?.Bunion perioci ique de  d i r e c t i o n  e t  coordinat i : ,n  
= o u r  l e  s u i v i  du p l a n  d ' a c t i o n .  



- - , - . -  PROGRAMMA AMPLIADO DE IMMUNIZACIONES 

a' 30% de 10s ninos en edades 12-23 meses estaran 
:ompletamente immunizados < DPT3, Polio3 y 
.Antisarampionosa j . 

7- - 30% de las mujeres embarazadas recibiran 2 doses de 
zoxoide tetanico durante su ezbarazo. 

A nivei 5e ;r:-ieedores comunitarios de salud ( FCS ) :  

a 100% de 10s PCS reportaran mensualmente la 
~currencia de casos de polio, tetanos neonatal y 
sarampion en su area de trabajo. 

. A r , i v e ~  -,e ; - ~ ~ . s z o  de salud / subcentro de salud: 

a LOO% de los ninos y embarazaaas que acudan a 10s 
servicios de salud seran preguntadas sobre su 
?stado de vacunacion. Si f alta alguna vacuna, esta 
sera administrada. 

- - 100% de 10s casos de sarampion, tetanos neonatal y 
- > o l i o  reportados por 10s promotores / locales de 
salud seran investigados. 



ESTANDARES 1 3  X I D A D O  ADECCBDO: 

4. X I D A D O  ADECUADO EN EL B E A R  SIZNIFICA: 

4.1 ;a madre o el cuidador / a de todo nino menor de 12 
neses lo llevara a vacunazse de acuerdo a1 
salandario de vacunacion. 

4.: La madre conoce 10s principales ef ectos secundarios 
ie la vacunacion y sabe como manejarlos. 

4 .  La rnujer embarazada acudira a ser vacunada par 1 o 
xenos 2 veces. 

4 . 4  La madre reportara ai ?CS todos 10s casos 
~ospechosos de polio, tetanos o sarampion que 
Icurran en su hogar o vecindad. 

: -, - ZUIDADG ADECUADO DEL ?CS SIGNIPICA: 

c - . Zducara a la madre sobre !a importancia de las 
.;acunas, el cal endario de vacunacion, 1 as 
:ontraindicacicones de  :a vacuna, 10s efectos 
secundarios de las vacuczs y como prevenirlos. 

t - . ?romovera en su ' G n p o  de Desarrollo " la 
realization de las activldades de vacunacion. 

E :  * - - -  Mantendra la cadena de frio de acuerdo a 
estandares nacionai es . 

* Aplicara rigurosamente l a s  contraindicaciones 
de la vacunacion, par5 evitar Ias " 
oportunidades perdidas ". 



.. Administrara la vaccna en forma adecuada y 
aseptica. 

T Proveera educacion a la madre, incluyendo la 
fecha de la siguiente vacuna, 10s sfectos 
secundarios y como manejarlos. 

.c Registrara el evento en el Carnet de 
Vacunacion y en el registro de NInos del grupo 
de Desarrollo. 

5. ; ?..egistrara y reportara mecsualmente todos 1 os casos 
osibles de polio, sarampion y tetanos neonatal 
:zurridos en su " Grupo be Desarrollo. 

6. XIDADO ADECUADO PARA EL PERSONAL DE INSTITUCIONES 
LDCALES SIGNIFICA. 

6.1 "do nino/a y embarazada que accuda a este personal 
iera investigado por su estado de vacunacion. Si 
5s eligible, la vacuna sera administrada. 

6.: 'sra el act0 de vaccnacion, se asaran 10s 
$standares mencionados en 5.3. 

r - o.: :.zvestigara in-situ todcs los casos posibles de 
:31i0, sarampion g tetanos neonatal reportados por 
:as " Grupo de Desarrollo ". 
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PLAN INTERNATIONAL 
CROIX-DES-BOUOUETS, HAITI 

ZXPOSITION D'IMPLEMENTATION D'ACTIVITES 
ANTI DIARRHEIOUES A TURBE 

A )  OBJECTIF 

Re's-- -,,,cer les activites du programme " Survie de la Mere 
et de l'enfarz " pour une nette amelioration de ll.dtat sanitairre 
des enf ants 5s :a zbne de Turbe. 

STRATEGIES 

1.- Xecyclage du personnel du centre et de terrain sur 
:es activites de Rghydration orale. 

2.- 2ducation sanitaire au centre et sur le terrain ( 
:Bunion mensuelle, post rassemblement etc ) sur la 
:h6rapie de rehydratation et les donnees sur la 
;revention. 

7 - 4. .?melioration des services fournis en TRO au ccentre 
l e  Turbe et les localitks avoisinnantes. 

4.- Acquisition de mathriels, fournitures, kquipements 
;our le programme. 

5 . -  3upe rv i s i on  des a c t i v i t i s  s u r  1.e t e r r a i n  e t  
sncadrement du p e r s o n n e l .  

6.- ZnquGte sur l'acceptation de la T R 0 en sachets. 



Ce==e activitg se fait d e j a  au centre mais dans des 
propositions rr:uites selon les possibilites du ministere. A i n s ~ ,  
il serait 502 ,as un premier temps de recycier tout le personnel 
nedica!, 2ars ztaical du ccentre et le personnel de terrain sur la 

. . therapie de rsz~dratation orale selon Ies dernieres donnees de 
l1Organlsat1== Aondiale de la Sante ( O.M.S. ) .  Une agence 
speciaiisee ~c-~rrait gtre contractee pour assurer periodiquement 
cette forma=:== suivie: chaque six ( 6 ) mois en des groupes 
diffkrenis. 

RUBRIOUE I1 

Aprie avoir reGu leur formation, le personnel de sant6 
assurerait C t s  stances d'gducation sur la T R 0 au centre et sur le 
terrain par les  agents de sante obligatoirement chaque semaine. 
11s utiiiserzzrlt du matBrie1 educatif imprime a cet effet. Le - 
materiei ciu ic 5 P P serrait Bfficace; s'il n'y en a pas de 
disponible, I r  'LAN appuierait le centre dans la reproduction et 
dans le cas ctzzraire, le centre et le PLAN discuteraient avec une 
agence pour I'ilaboration de matgriels adgquats. 

RUBRICUE III 

L' 1,i:rrnibre ou 1 'aide infirmigrre du centre serait 
responsakie -5  zacevoir tous les cas de diarrhee vus au centre tout 
en ayanc so:= :s mentionner le degre, la quantitB de liquide pris 
oral ou IV e z  :ilocalit6 ou vit le patient pour un suivi efficace 
par l'agent 2 r  jante de sa zSne qui aura pour tsche de faire des 
seances Z1&5=sz:ion avec 1 es responsables du patient. 



RUBRIOUE IV 

3~ zzceriel de demonstration sera achete pour tous les 
agents de sazzi tels: Gobelet - Cuiller - Pot a eau - Bouteille 
vide - Savon - dsrviette - Petite cuvette en plasstique - Boite de 
sel et Faquez i r  sucre - SBrum oral en sachets - Thermos - Eau. 
Tout le materlsi necessaire a la dCmonstration du Serum maison et 
du serum en 5a:Let. 

En c s  qui a trait au centre de sante, en plus de ce 
materiel, des caches de solutions IV sseraient achetges pour les 
cas tr6s gra-;es de d4shydratation. 

Les szpervisions effectuees au centre et sur le terrain 
devront ciSsorzzrs englober les activites de therapie par seis ae 
rehydratatic~. 

Le ?LAN servira de support au personnel de Turbe en lui 
rendant dispoz~ble toutes 1es informations, la documentation, 
l'entraineme~~~=icessaires a cce sujet tant pour le personnel cadre 
que de terra:=. 

RUBRIOUE 'i'I 

d'ameliorer la presentation du sachet de 
rkhydrataticz. ;ne enquete serait effectuee dans deux ( 2 ) z6nes. 
Une aire d'-;rriisation et une zcjne temoin afin d'etudier le 
processus C1:=rlisation, la perception des sels sans autres 
medicaments tz snfin la possibilite de ie presenter en bouteille 
cornme les arrrrts sels import& plus facilement accept6s par la 
Cornrnunaut6. 



I . -  CONTROL DE ENFERMEDADES DIARREICAS 

OBJETIVGS DEL Z?.OGRAMA: 

A nivel de h c ~ a r  : 

a) 30% de 10s ninos en edades 0-36 meses que 
sxperimentaron un episodio de diarrea sin 
ieshidratacion en 1as ultimas 2 semanas, seran 
Lidratados en forrma adecuada y se les continuara 
su alimentacion habitual ( incluyendo lactanccia 
zaterna ) .  Durante la convalesccencia, estos ninos 
zomeran por encima de sus niveles habituales. 

b) 30% de las madres con ninos G-36 meses reconoceran 
10s signos de referencia para casos con diarrea. 

A nivel de prs-rtedores comunitarios de salud ( PCS ) :  

a) 30% de 10s ninos en edades 0-36 meses y referiddos 
;or diarrea seran manejados en farma adecuada. 

b) 33% de las PCS reconoccerac 10s signos de 
zeferencia para casos con diarrea. 

A nivel del ~crsonal de instituciones locales: 

a j 30% d e  1 0 s  ninos en  edades  G - 5 6  meses y r e f e r i d o s  
;or d i a r r e a  s e r r a n  inanejados en forma adecuada.  



ESTANDARES ZE X I D A D O  ADECUADO: 

1.- Administration temprana ( desde el inicio del 
spisodio ) de liquidos caserros disponibles en 
zantidad y frecuencia adeccuanda para reemplazar 
l os liquidos corrporal es perdidos durante 1 a 
iiarrea. 

1.2 :ontinuacion de la alimentacion ( incluyendo 
:actancia materna ) durante el epidodio diarreico, 
seguido de aumento de la alimentacion durante la 
zconval escencia. 

1.3 Zeferencia oportuna de casos severos y complicados 
5 proveedores de salud capacitados. 

1.3 Xreferencia oportuna de casos severos y complicados 
a proveedores de salud capacitados. 

Soz 5:gnos de severidad y complicaciones 10s siguientes : 

a) :eposiciones frecuentes ( p.e mas de 6 a l  dia ) .  

b) -Tomito repetido. 

c) 3ignos que sugieran enfermedad seria, p.e falta de 
zpetito, dificultad para despertarse, convulsiones. 

d) 3angre en las heces. 



= ' -,  Zualquier signo de deshidratacion, p.e sed intensa, 
:jos ( o fontanela ) hunaidos, boca seca. 

l.4 !lo administrara antibioticos ni antidiarreicos por 
~niciativa propia. Antibioticos solo se 
administran en casos especificos ( colera, 
iisenteria ) y por prescripcion del proveedor de 
salud. Antidiarreicos no se recomiendan en ningun 
zip0 de diarrea. 

XIDADO ADECUADO DEL PCCS SIGNIFICA: 

2.1 Ziagnosticara 10s casos en tres tipos: 

'c Sin deshidratacion . 

t Con deshidratacion moderada. 

Y Con deshidratacion severa. Si el nino tuviera 
fiebre, sangre en las heces, dificultad para 
despertarse o convulsiones , tambien sera 
clasificado en este grupo. 

- - 
&., 2n 10s casos sin deshidratacion, comunicara a la 

iiadre como es el cuidado adecuando en el hogar ( 
suntos 1.1 a 1.4 ) y entregara 1-2 sobrt sobres de 
rehidratacion oral. 

2 . :  3 10s casos con deshidratacion moderada, !e 
administrara suero de renidratacion oral ( SRO ) 
iasta que el nino este completamente rehidratado. 
Luego, repetira 10s pasoss descritos en 2.2 y en 
1.1 - 1.4. 



q ,  - ;n 10s casos con deshidrracion severa o 
:omplicaciones, iniciara rehidratacion con SRO y 1 o 
--eferira a1 establecimiento de salud mas cercano. 

2.5 :.egistrara 10s casos atendidos en formulario ad- 
-2OC. 

3 .  X I D A D O  ADECUADO POR EL PERSONAL INSTITUCIONES 
LOCALES S I G N I F I C A :  

- . - Zjecutara 10s puntos del 2.1 a1 2.5. 

C I -  - s.- :n 10s casos con deshidratacion severa o 
:omplicaciones , iniciara rehidratacion endocevosa y 
zratara las complicaciones. 

3.5 .=.eferira 10s casos que no respondan a1 tratamiento. 

MIDIDAS FAR=- ??.ZVENIR LA DIARREA 

1. - Lavado de manos. 

2 . -  'romocion de iactanciz nacsrna, sobre todo 
5xclusiva en 10s primeros 6 meses. 

3. - 'racticas higienicas para !a preparaccion, 
sanservacion y consumo de conizas del destete. 

4. - Aejora en el suministro de agua y saneamiento 
~mbiental. 

5.- .idministraclon de vacuna antisarampionosa. 



ANNEX # 10 

PIPELINE ANALYSIS 



1994 COUNTRY PROJECT PIPELINE ANALYSIS - REPORT FORM A 
PVO/COUNTRY PROJECT: Plan International USA, Inc./Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti 
FOR PERIOD ENDING: 31 AUGUST 1994 

FIELD 

COST ELEMENTS 

I. PROCUREMENT 
A. Supplies 
6. Equipment 
C. Services 
D. Consultants 

SUB-TOTAL I 

II. EVALUATION 

SUB-TOTAL II 

Ill. INDIRECT COSTS 
Overhead 10% @ beg. of grant 
17.5% @ end of grant 

SUB-TOTAL Ill 

IV. OTHER PROGRAM COSTS 
A. Personnel 

1. Technical 
2. Other 

8. TravelIPer Diem 
1. In-Country 
2. International 

C. Other Direct Costs 

SUB-TOTAL IV 

TOTAL FIELD 

ACTUAL EXPENDITURES TO DATE 

(09/01/90 TO 08131 194) 

AID PLAN TOTAL 

REMAINING OBLIGATED FUNDS 
(as of 08/31 194) 

AID ( PLAN 1 TOTAL 

ue to the oolitical situation in Haiti. the final evaluation 
ould not be comr 

17,941 

17,941 

(8.478) 

(8.478) 

(9,130) 
21,851 

4,262 
0 

(10,689) 

6,294 

(1,8021 

Offset by funds 

ted before the gr; 
30,103 

30,103 

(9,8371 

(9.837) 

0 
(62,006) 

(5,548) 
(20,132) 
12,000 

(75,686) 

(29,8531 
naining in total g 

ending date. 
48.044 

48,044 

(18,3151 

(18,3151 

(9,130) 
(40,1551 

(1.2861 
(20.1 321 

1.31 1 

(69,3921 

(31,655) 

~t budget 

TOTAL AGREEMENT BUDGET 
(COLUMNS 1 & 2) 

(09101 190 TO 08/31/94 includes extension) 

TOTAL 0 


